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DJETMORE,M.D.

Homeopathic Physiciau and
Surgeon. Specialist on
EVE, EAR, NOSE AS» THROAT.

-

Dr.
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Cream Baking Powder
Most Perfect Made.

Vocal and IiistninieiitalMusic-

Minnie Louis Bingham, Teacher.
Thorough Bass aod Harmony. Class
Lessons— Instrumental, 30 cent per

Physician and Surgeon.
(Sacoeeiorto Dr. J. Q. Halienga.)

Office—

New

building of Holland
P,,|vate Lessons. 50c.. 75c., and
City State Bank, cor. Eighth and Riv- 81.00
p*0.— 2172. Resideace, West Elever sts. Roojfs— New City Hotel.
enth street, second door from Ward

school.

DR, A,

LAMBERT.

33- tf.

Dr. Price's Cream Baking Powder

and that the

building committee held this week
the contracts were let for the furnishing of the lighting fixtures and the
mantels. For the first named ten bids
were received from the followingparties:

Weatherly& Pulte.Grand Rapids.
White Manufactaring Co., Chtoago.
Sprool & McGurrln, Grand Rapids,
Ja's

O'Connell,Grand Haven.

H. W. Johnson, Grand Haven.

Weston Gas Fixture Oo., Toledo.
Knapp EleotrlealWorks. Chicago.

Chicago.

;r~-

E.

Baggot.

T.

W. Wllmarth & Co., Chicago,

W

.

C.

Vosburg Hlg. Co.. Ch'oago.

The highest

At Win.

SwWs

the

First

ward

bid, for gas

and electric

fixturescombined, was $2,332.05,and

family sup- the lowest $1,100. The latter was
from the White Manufacturing Co.,
to which the contract was awarded.
For the furnishing and setting of
Dr. Prices Cream Baking Powder.
. Ilifcit imi at Ik WtrM’i Mr.
the mantles six bids were received.
That of F. Engel of Muskegon,$689,
was the lowest, and his bid accepted.

houseooidergets

Office over Holland City State Bank,

his dqily

So far four contracts for the furnish-

Second Floor.*

ing of the new building have been

iiy

disposed of: Court room and perman-

From now
low

ent office fixtures, metallic vault fix-

on Overcoatsare sold be-

cost at

tures, lightingfixtures, and mantels.

Lokker & Rutgers.

The estimates on these were

$8,100;

the amounts for which they haye
Dr. Price'*

Cream Baking Powder

beea

awarded; to $6,239. All of thfi above

World’* Pair Hlghaat Medal and Diploma.

work

to to be Ih accordant

w|h

special drawings and designs by the

From now on Overcoatsare sold below cost at
Lokker & Rutgers.

architect, thus securing

harmony a

’d

uniformity.
; Applications

During the next Thirty Days we will
Kell at greatly reduced prices: Dress
Goods, Flanels, Cloaks and Jackets,
Quilts, Shawls, Horse Blankets, and
all articles found in a well assorted
Dry Goods store.
48 tf.* Notdsr & Verschure.

Frank Tucker in “Our Jack,”
Opera House next Thursday.

went

to

this

Washingtonin behalf of an

state.

—

i

“

_

lasted.

’

John Kramer has been appointed

appropriation for that harbor, has re-

De Kraker & De Koster bought of
for J. H. Albers last week two pressed superintendent of the electric light
liberal appropriations as very discour- hogs, not over 13 months-old, wfiose plant and Arthur Huntley, line repairer.
aging.
net weight aggregated1033 pounds.
and reports the outlook

v

—

stage- of the

World'*Pair Highest Award.

DENTIST,

for the position of jai^

itor are being received at every session
of the

MOST PERFECT MADE.
A pdra Gripe

Cram

of

Tutor

Powdw.

40 YEARS THE STANDARD.

committee.

At the meeting of March
Free

from Ammonia, Alum or any other adulterant.

dents.

Indiana holds into effect Sunday, In which one Sunday train each way between Waverlf
and that property owners adjoining and Muskegon will be discontinued.
buildings In which saloons are kept
N. Van Zanten the paper hanger andT'
can sue for and cbllect damages, etth* decorator, is preparing for spring work.
er to their business or property. The
At his store on River street to found a
decision is certainly a novel one and a
choice assortment of the best qualit/
new departure in the liquor ques- and latest styles of wall paper, curThe supreme court

of

for that the saloon is a public nuisance,

Arrangements have been made
the Sixth Annual Session of Hope
College Summer Normal and Teachers

Tratlntf Sdhodi, to commence June
28; and continue five full weeks.
Teachers of Ottawa and Allegan
counties will doubtless welcome this

mittee will

5,

samples, for curtains
tures.

Rev. C. H. Beale, who delivers •
House next Friday evening, has a national reputation
as an orator. Hyecently delivered
an address in Boston, Mass., which
was enthusiastically received In that
great city. His subject will be, “The
Man on Horseback.”Seats aod tiokets at Breyman’s.
lecture at the Opera

At Lyceum Opera House

next
appear the old
favorite,Frank Tucker, supported by
a full acting company Jof artists, Ineluding the singer J. Knox Gavin,
who will appear as the Irishman. Mr.
Gavin always succeeds In raising s
since he was in a fine way of recover}
laugh, will render numerous songs
Another pioneer settler has be
when he suffered' a relapse. Th
ifhlch will surely please you. *The
called to his final home— Jan A. Wi
funeral on Tuesday,from Hope churc
terdink, who died Saturday,Feb. 3, at1 rices of admission are way down
was largelyattended, the employes |f
democratic times, 15, 25, and
the age of 91 years. He came here In
the West Michigan furniturefacto
Ills.
May, 1847, having left the Netherlands
turning out to the number of 150; al
the year before, overwintering In St.
Lievense and family had ansrroir
the members of the W. R. C.,
Louis, Mo. He settled on his farm
pe from asphyxiation Thusnlay
which the mother of the deceased
three miles south of the city, where
rnlng. After starting the kitchen
a member. Frauk^Wto^gf, Herm
he has resided ever since. Two sons
at five o’clock Mr. Lievense reDamson, Frank Bertecb, Chas’ Massa,1
and one dauehter survive him: Johannes
ed to bed and felt a sudden attack
Frank Dyk and Bud Smith acted
W. and John A., and Mrs. R. Takken f severe headache,as did all the other.
pall bearers. Rev. H. G. Birchby w
of East Saugatuck,The funeral took
upante of the house, hto wife, moth-]
the officiating clergyman.
place on Wednesday from the Ebeneer, three children and the girl. Dr.'
The following “good and true men” zer church, four miles south east
Schouten was at once summoned and
have been drawn as Jurors for the the city.
informed them that it was the gas
March term of court, and will answer
escaping from the coal stove. Mr. L.(
J. Flieman of this city to in receipt
“here” when their name is called on
had received a new lot of coal the dayj
of
a copy of the Piggott (Arkansas)
Tuesday, Maipb 13. It will be the
before, and attributesthe' cause
Banner, of the 19th ult.. in which aplast session In the Did court house.
that, the draft in hto stove havir
pears the following:
Thos. Lockhardi Allendale.
been left for the night the same as
John Dunshee, G. J.Vruwink.Blen- The death -of Mr. William Finlay- ual.
son, which occured Monday morning
at 9:50 o’clock, January 17th, 1894, was
EUlot C. ftytaiT k-T. Tuttle, a great loss to our town and to his
The second entertainment In^the Y.
Chester.
family, which is at Port Elgin, Bruce M. C. A. course, being the concert In
Edward A. Brown, Ja’s Rae, Crock- county, Ontario, Canada, where his the hall of the Y. W. C. A., which was
remains were carried for Interment.
ery.
to come off on Thursday evening last,
Mr. Finlaysonwas the senior member
has
been postponed until Tuesday
G. L. Guild, W. B. Yeoman, George- of the firm of Finlayson Brothers, who
have been dealing iqship-tlmbere.ete., evening next, the 13th, owing to the
town.
at this place for several.yeara. He was absence of M. Wilber Force, the vioJ. Famum, G. A: Botje, F. Kaate,
loved by all who knew him. His place
lonist. Reserved seats already seH. Rosloe, Grand Haven.
will be hard to fill. Words are inadecured will remain good for that evenG. J. Van
n, I. Verwey, E. De quate to express our regrets.
Maat, Hell
The Finlayson Brothers will be re- ing. This change in the program will
W. Dieke
Holhmd town,
membered by many of our older resi- bring two entertainmentsofthe course
Nathan B.
ler, Jamestown.
dents. For several years they resided Jn one and the same week, the third on
J. W. Grevifik,Olive.
west of the city engaged in the timber the list being tne lecture of Rev. O.
Thursday Feb.

15, will

_

I

J. Sickels, Polkton.

G. BnUhuit, Spring Lake.

and curtain fix-

rectors.

Everybody was out Saturday eved
ing to witness the first display of th'
new electric street lights. They prove
a success. The lighting is steady an
ample. The machinery at the pla
worked to satisfaction.The next
thing to which attention is now being
devoted is the putting up of the incandescents.Orders for over one
hundred have already been handed In.
And so the story runs.
As soon as this branch of the contract
Is completed the work will be ready
Willie, the only son of Mr. and Mr
Alford A. Finch, died Saturday ever for delivery, at which time they will
ing, aged 19 years, after a lingerini receive more extended notice at our
bauds.
illness of many months. A few week

the com-

receive proposals, with,

Steketee; secretary and treasurer, fingers. The child was brought to thia
CorneliusHuizinga. The above, to- city and taken to the office of Dr. H.
gether with John De Graaf and R. Kremers, who dressed the lacerated
Koning, constitutethe board of di- limb.

‘

Geo. Knauf, Wright.
P. Brusse, Zeeland.

left here

about fifteen H-

home in Canada, from, whence it appeared they
yeare ago, for their old

D. puller, Tallmadge.

1

K

on Friday eventbel6tb, In Lyceum Opera hAll.
Seats for the lecture can be reser
struck south, temporarily, to be like- on aod afl*r Thursday, at 9:(K> a.
at Breyman'g.
wise engaged.
business.They

•

Beale» of Lansing,

lug.

jg.TM

;::W;

was

week.

Services will be held in Grace Eplsc.
The dry goods store of* C. L. Streng Saturday. The ice cutV hole-* in her church Sunday evening, at the usual
& Son has undergone a general over- hull.
hour.
hauling and cleaning up, in antici- _ The C. & W. M., Is making preparaThe sleighingthis week was utilpation of an active spring campaign.
tions' for to haul a large quantity of
ized for all it was worth, while 1$
C. J. Monroe of South Haven, who ice south, from the northern part of

never before made public. He has analyzing some ground coffee for the
made considerableprogress with his food and dairy commissioners. In a
work already, but continuedill health given sample he found only twelve
delays Its completion.
per cent of coffee. There was twenAt this season of harvesting ice it ty per cent of wheat or barley and
may be interesting to our ice cutters sixty-eightper cent of peas or beans.
to know that How. Stat. Sec. 9119, A bit of “coffee extract” proved to be
makes it a misdemeanor punishable nothing but wasted chicory and peas,
by fine of not more than $100, or im- with glucose enough to make it solid.
From now on Overcoats are sold be- prisonment in the county jail for not In some fruit jelly Mr. Kedzie found
low cost at
more than three months or both, in starch in the form of dextrine and
Lokker & Rutgers.
the discretion of the court, J for any glucose, to say nothing or a liberal inperson engaged in procuring ice from fusion of sulphuric acid. “Canadian
Children Cry for any of the streams or lakes in this maple syrup” proved to be a mixture
state to fail to erect, or place suitable of maple and cane sugar in solution.
Pltcher’e Caetorla.

Dr. Price’s

Parry Jones.

See
at the

first part of the

tains, etc. Hto work to guaranteed.
Ex-Governor Austin Blair is engag- announcement, especially since a law tion.
ed in writing his autobiographyand a was • [passed " by 2 the" last leglsla- At the annual meeting of the stock- See new adv.
history of Michigan, covering the ture forbidding examining' boards To holders of De Graaf, Vriellng & Co.,
A four-year old sou of Jaoob Van
period in which he took a most active grant more than three third grade Grand Rapids, the followingofficers
Dyk of North Holland had hto hand
part. He will tell of the war and give certificatesto any one person.
were elected: President,Richard D. caught In a corn shelter Wednesday
much inside history of war times State analyst R. C. Kedzie has been De Graaf; vice president. John P. afternoon, resulting In the loss of four

15, Eighth st. Holland, Mich.
13 ly

slight crop of six-inch Ice

has been prepared.
woods. The young men all street lighting system, is Seventh
driver Abe Ellsworthwill jnoyq Jjack, drive with one hand, aod sometimes street,by reason of the fact that there
The C. & W. M. to retrenchingIti
to his former home In Montcalm the girl drives and leaves both arms is only one light on the entire length
expendituresaod reducing Its train
county.
of her escort loose, to prevent acci- of the street.
service.A new time table will go
to Chicago,

at

So.

A

bo heB gatheredthe

’

danger signals at or near all places
Office Hours until 9:00 a. m.;
Family Supplies aod Choice Groce- where they shall be cutting ice.
from 11 until 2 p. m.; 6 until 10 p. m.
nes,
Wm. Swift.
At the meeting of the court house
Office

the special

election on local option will

ALL NEXT WEEK.

J.

A week from Monday

are clearMuddy streets and roads have taken
Zeeland.
the place of our fine sleighing.

d

The other day Representative-Berry,
of Kentucky, appeared with some of
his constituentswho are interested in
the Big Four R. R. before the House
committee on rivers and harbors, and
made a plea in favor of the improvement of the harbor of St. Joseph,
Mich.

What

electric street lights

ly seen by our neighbors at

m

Friday afternoon the funeral took
Reports from the peach-growing Chas. H. Ely of Allegan and Miss
Son’s and find
place in this city of Mrs. Geo. Hoeve, section of Kentucky and Southern In- PearloC. Pullman of this city were
out what the queer dodge is.
who died at Fremont. She was a diana indicate the loss of hundreds of married at the American House, Kah^
mazoo, last week.
sister of Mrs. Jacob De Feyter. The dollars on that crop by the fickleness
Henry Decker succeeds P. Winter
one of the engineers at the watm/ services were held in the Market street of the winter weather.
At Tuesday’ssession of the common
'
H. C. Ref. church, Rev. E. Van djr
council 107 bills were allowed, the
Ira G. Heth of Grand Rapids, who
largest number ever passed upon at
The Ref. church at Jamestown Vries officiating.
took part in the “Snow White” enterCentre, of which Rev. J. Poppe is
Wednesday Mr. G. Wakker celebra tainment, and rendered the violin any one meeting.
pastor, is about to build a new parso- ted his 79th birthday. Of his children solo on Tuesday evening, will organize
Eagle Hose Co. No. 1 has elected
nage.
that were with him that day were his a class In violin music in this city. the following officers for the ensuing
son William and daughter Nellie and See notice.
year: John Koning foreman; David
Members of the life-saving crew at
Miss Jane Miller of Grand Rapids,
Blom, ass’t foreman; J. G. Dyk, sec'y?
South Haven are building cottages
List of letters advertisedfor the
Mrs. Geo. Van Hess of Rig Rapids,
D. Hensen, treas.
for their families in the near vicinity
week ending Fob 7, ’W, at the Holland
aijd Mrs. H. Toren of this city.
of the station.
Post Office: Miss Lizzie Cooper, G.
Prof. Franklin Everett, author of**
Indicationsare that the receipts Jan Jacobs, Geo. W. Kelley, Cornelius the “History of the Grand River VaW
Friday was Candlemas Day, and the
from dog tax will not be as large next Terpstra.
ley,” died at Grand Rapids last week*
bear could not help seeing hlg shadow.
year, owing to a distemper existing
aged 82 years. He was a native of
G. J. Van Durbn; P. M.
Those who believe that this will inamong the canines. Unless a change
Worthington, Mass.
sure six weeks of solid winter weather
Of the five hundred prizes awarded
for the better takes place very soon
can prepare accordingly.
Married inthis city, by Rev. J. Van
Ed. Van Drezer and J. E. Benjamins by the Glasgow Lace Thread J^., for
This week final settlement was will mourn the loss of their St. Ber- fancy knitting exhibited at the Houte, on Tuesday, Feb. 6, Frederick
made between contractor Huntley nards. Lateb:— Both dogs expired at World’s Columbian Exposition last Kamferbeekand Miss Johanna Schafsummer, Mrs. Dr. H. Kremers of this tenaar, both of Holland. The New#
and the directorefofthe Holland City high noon Friday.
city was awarded the sixth prize, con- extends congratulations.
State bank for the buildjog of their
CoopersvilleObaerwr: An eastern
block. Everything was arranged satsisting of a flve-dollarbill.
The Grand Rapids and Kalamazoo
paper says: “A Young man in Carisfactorily.
districtsof the Y. M. C. A., >111 meet
cOur
sporting
editor
has"*
beeiTij?
mel, Me., took his girl for a slelghThe wind-up of the Robinson trad* ridOv She fell out and he drove a formed that the most popular^street,ln Joint session at Grand Rapids on
gedy is that Mrs. Hawkins, the wife of mile before noticing it.”. Well, they in the city for an cxenlng sleigh ride, Friday, Saturday and Sunday, Feb.
the deceased. David Hawkins, has don't sieighride that way in this neck since the introduction of our present IQ, 17, and 18. An excellent program

gone
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turned*

54 cents.

Step into Strong
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CITY AND VICINITY.
Wheat

1894.

10,

The Chicago Neut states that 1,000 in Allegan county.
saloons in that city have gone out of
The stmr. L. S. Payne sank in ten
business during the past three months. feet of water in the St. Joseph harbor
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Office
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What to an Inventory sale? Streng
& Son ore having one.
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nviErw

convinced that certain conditions will
cause a fire,

a Boston underwriter

re-

Roman

DEALER IN

with straw. The straw was
piled about him, and he was smoking
a pipe. The underwritercalled the a^
collar

tention of the proprietor to the danger.

CONCERNINGDELINQUENT SUBSCRIBERS: avowal of

its principles was made:
The latest postal laws are such that news1.
Nationality
is not a bar to mempaper publishers can have arrestedany one
for fraud who takes a paper and refuses
refust to bership In the order. No man is asked
y for It. Under this la
a'w the man who alwhere he was born.
lows his subscript ion to run along for some
2. We interfere with no man’s partime
and ______
then orders
It discontinued
ie unpaid am
__________________
or orders the postmasterto mark It "refused" tisan politics.
and to send a postal notifyingthe publish3. We attack no man’s religion so
er, lays himself liable to arrest and
long as he does not attempt to make
his religion an element of political

won’t catch fire.” Suiting action to
his words, he lit a match and threw it
into the straw. Immediatelyit blazed
np, and it was ten minutes before
those in the shop succeeded in putting
out the lire. The harness-makei I
learned his lesson at the expense oi
considerabledamage to himself and

Stoves, Tinware, Shelf

power.

his stock.
unite to protect our country
and its free institutions against the
As a horse and cart were passing
K. O. T. M.
secret,intolerant, and aggressiveef
along a street in Folsom, Cal., the
Oresoent Tent, No. 88, meets In K. 0. T. M
g set
Hall at 7 30 p m., on Monday night next.
next. All forts that arc persistently being
other day one wheel went entirely out
lit
Sir Haights are cordially invited to attend. forth by a certain religious political
Cheapest Life InturanceOrder known. Fall organizationto control
of sight, throwing the horse off his feet
'
..
the......
govern-

m

We

liberty.

5.

We

are in favor of preserving
maintaining the Government of the United

BUSINESS DIRECTORY. constitutional liberty and

States.
We

Attorneys.

,,

,

,

6.
regard all rcligious-politlca
organizationsas the enemies of civil
and religiousliberty.
8tatelUnktlyatt*ndedto* 0ffloe,0Ter
7. It Is, in our opinion, unwise and
\f cBRIDE, P. H., Attorney. Real Estate and unsafe to appoint or elect to civil, po1T1 Insurance.Office. McBride’sBlock.
litical, or military offices in this counT>08T, J. C., Attorney and Counsellor at Law. try, men who owe supreme allegiance
JL Beal Estate ano Collections. Office,Post's to any foreign King, potentate, or ec-

rtlEKEMA.

O.J., Attorney at Law. Collections

Banks.

Mb
17

Commercialand SavPresident. Oerm

in,

tel

TTOLLAND

Stock $50,000.

CITY STATE BANK. Commercial

Clothing:.
j

m—

gOSMAN BROTHERS. Merchant Tailorsand

Dealers In Ready Made. Oent's Furnishing Goods a Specialty.

Dry Goods and Groceries.

—

-

12.

We

arc in favor of changing

D.. Dealer In Dry Goods, Fancy our immigration laws in such manner
Qoods
1 Eighth
- Street. that they protect our citizen laborers
Goods
and Fornlshlng Goods.

11BBTBCH,

|>

clesiasticalpower.
8. We are In favor of maintaining
the principle of one general unsectarian free school organization, and will
oppose all attempts to supplantit by
any sectarian institution.
9. Wt arc opposed to all attempts,
local or national, to use public funds
for any sectarian purpose.
10. We are in favor of laws taxing
church property; and (11) the opening
of private and parochialschools, convents, and monasteriesto public official inspect ion and placed on the same
plane of morality and law as Protestant institutions are.

“

—

—

beneath the streets and the railroads, honeycombing an entire part oi
the town and possibly extendingunder some of the business streets. It
has long been known that a large body
of rich, auriferous gravel lay beneath
the property owned by the railroad
company, but they would not permit
it to be mined. Considerableexcitement exists, as it is impossible to say
how extensive are the workings. This
is a fitting illustrationof the general
practices of the Heathen Chinee in

Make me a call; Two doors west of Opera House.

XBAMER,

Dealers In Dry Goods, Notkms, Uroocries,Flour, Feed, etc., Eighth per

D

1

A

m~P1^

Eighth

Pipe Organs

KARSTEN,

H. H.

Zeeland,
Buckwheat

36 pounds

this country.

IVXictL.

Goopfirsville, Mien.

exchange for a

of the best flour Given in
bushel of wheat.

Unclean Wheat purified free
Tiik experiment of putting carrier
pigeons on Sable island,that narrow,
low, sandy island lying to the southwest of Cape Canso, N. S., which has
been called “the graveyardof the Atlantic," has proved successful.The
experiment was tried by the Canadian
government as a relief to the islanders, the governmentsteamersmaking
only monthly trips. The homing loft
of the birds is at Halifax, nearly two
hundred and fifty miles from the
island, and the flight is made over the

-

ground, and Buckwheat Flour sold or exchanged; warranted t'
be prime. Pearl Barley manufactured.

of

—OF—

charge. Highest price paid for

Wheat, Rye, Corn, Oats, Buckwheat and fiadev
Elevator and Mill near R. Rotation at Zeeland, Mich.

Dry Goods

KARSTEN.

H. H.

FOR

Wm. BRUSSE &

THE

Ms
—

Next Three

CO.

—

AT

and

Clothiers

dustry.

.

Holland, Mich.

4,

and Pianos.

Merchant Tailors

'

•

-

St.

Organs,

drifts

from the evil influences of cheap pauand criminal labor, which, through
the instrumentalityof European pro- stretch of sea in less than a day. One
'A ITAN PUTTEN, G. A SONS, General Dealersin pagandistsocieties, and i n this coun- pigeon was out in the heavy storm on
Dry Goods, Groceries,Crockery. H&U. and try by the aid of strikers, and the November 28 and lost part of its messubtle influence of priests, is rapidly
Ohm, Flour, Produce, etc. ' River Street
supplanting our free and educated sage, but enough was decipheredto
N NELS. Fashionable Dry Goods. Btaaud Fancy. New store in City Hotel American citizens in every line of in- show that all were well on the island
vfr
Block.
, ,
that morning.
13. We believe there should be an
I’
educational qualification to the franDrugs and Medicines.
In spite of the fact that the eastern
chise that will require every American
shore
of Maryland has been inhabited
T\OE8BURG, J. O.. Dealer In Drugs and Medl- citizen to he Americanized.
x/ fines, Paints and Oils. Toilet Articles, Im- 14. We are in favor of putting into by a race of keen sportsmen for two
ported and Domestic Cigars. Eighth Street.
office honest and true patriots, who and a half centuries, small game is
jjmk:\
T1TAL8H. HBBER, Druggist and Pharmacist arc best qualified to fill the position, still abundant in the remoter parts of
" v a fall stock of goods appertaining to the regardless of politicalparties.
the region. Large tidal rivers unknown
| . business. City Drag Store, Eighth Street.
15. We are willing to be governed
by these principles in our future poli- to northern sportsmen abound in ducks,
Hardware.
rabbits arc plentiful in most of the
tical action.
II "
16. Our mission is to awaken the southern counties and there are many
^AN OOBT. J. B. General Hardware and people of free America from their quail in the great woodlands that still
Btorea.Repairing promptlyattended to.
lethargy, indifference,and over-conil“ Street.
cover many thousandsof acres. There
dence. Eternal vigilanceis the price
are many squirrels in the pine woods
Manufactories,Shops, Etc. of liberty, yet the Protestants of this
Republic have ceased to be vigilant, of the southeastern counties, and the
and
a in conscious strength are intently variety of water fowl, especially on
Miinn^ftC'
chasing the almighty dollar or quietly the Atlantic side, is remarkable.
Daalar In Agricultural LmplemenU^Sver
BL°P dozing, while we swiftly drift toward
It appears from a statisticalreview
‘nUNTLEY, A., Practical Maohiulst, MU1 and a more tremendous and terriblecrisis
XI Engine Repairs a specialty.Shop on Bev than this country has yet known.
of fish culture in Europe and North
•nth street, near River.
not the
sole test
Birthplaceis ___
_______
____ of
American loyalty. We have men born America that the eighty fish hatcheries
Meat Markets.
In several countries remote from this in North America (sixty-six in the
that are as loyal as any native, but United States and fourteen in Canada
T\l KRAKEB A DE KOBTBR, Dealers in all they are not Romanists. American
1J kinds of Fresh and Salt Meats. Market on loyalty consists in devotion to our con- and Newfoundland)produced in the
River Street.
stitution,laws, institution, flag, and, year of their last report 1,616,027,192
yyiU, VAN DEB VBBRE, Dealer in all kinds above all, our public schools,for with- fish hatched, and 410 hatcheriesin
„ Fresh and Salt Meats. Market on out intelligencethis representative Europe 277,973,016young fish. The
Eighth Street.
...
republic will go to pieces. We oppose North American hatcheries are all
the teaching of perverted history in
Miscellaneous.
governmental:most of those in Europe
our schools and the mutilation of refare In private hands. The average
|7'EPPKL,T.,Dealer in Wood and Coni. lath. erence hooks to cover the infamies of
JV shingles, salt, land and calcined pla'-ter. a (so-called)church which is more po- production of one hatchery is 008,000
Corner Eight and Cedar Streets.
litical than religious. We are op- in Europe and 18,400,000 in North
/"IRANDALL,B. R.. Dealer In Fancy Notions, posed to priestsand prelates as such America.
\J Depsrtment and BaxaarGoodsand Tinware. “taking part in elections” and voting
Eighth Street.
their laity as a unit in the interestsof
An Aroostook (Me.) farmer travelsin
a foreign corporationwith intent to
great comfort through the long reaches
Painters.
injure this nation and its institutions.
of snow and in the face of the bitterest
On December 15, 1891, Pope Leo
TVE
MAAT,
R., House, Carriage, and Sign
north winds in a one-horse sleigh,
SH
J-/ Palatine,plain and ornamentalpapt-r barg- XIII issued an encyclical letter from
BK
ing. Shop at residence,on beventli St., near R
hooded over like a prairie schooner,
Rome in which the followingreferand with a stove inside, the funnel stickence was made to the United States:
ing through the top. It Ls a rig of
Boots and Shoes.
“Having seized upon the lands dis- his own invention,and, while not
fjEROLD, E., A CO., Dealersin Boots and covered by Christopher Columbus, a
XA Shoes, and rubber goods. Will occupy new Catholic, and usurped the authority architecturallybeautifulIn appearstore soon.
and jurisdictionof the supreme
head ance, is mighty comfortable in use.
JP
of the church, the United States is
Physicians.
Thomas M. Queer returned to his
filled with obscure heretics. The
Pbyslclan^and Surgeon. Resl- United States has been filled with family at Wooster, O.., the other day,
Sffte
books containing the most flagrant after an absence of forty-one years.
Offloe at drug store, Eighth BtreeL*' 0f M ,rkl t'
heresies,of which the ProtestantverHis return was welcomed by his wife
sion of the Bible is chief, and, not
Saloons.
and
one daughter, the only surviving
content with adopting its false impiLOM. C.. River Street. Liquors. Wine and
ous
doctrines,
poselyting
has
been
re- members of the family. Queer is over
Besr. Bottling Works next door. Orders
stored to turn the Catholics from the eighty years of ago, and as he feared
mptly delivered.
one true church. * * # With great that his days on earth were drawing to
sorrow we are now constrained to have
Watches and Jewelry.
a close he resolved to visit his old
recourse to the aim of justice, and are
T>BEYMAN. O., A SON, Watchmakers and Jew- obliged to take action against a nation home before the end came.
PhS
X> elers. and Dealers In Silverware.
that has rejected the pope as head of
promptly executed.Cor. Blver and M^etSta
Tiif. Southern Pacific Railroad comall church and state governments.
’/Moreover, we proclaimthe people of pany carried 11,261 passengers westItch on Human and horses and all the United States of America to have
animals cured in 30 minutes by Wool- forfeited all rieht to rule said repub- ward and but 8,179 eastward during
ford’s Sanitary Lotion. This never lic, and also all dominion, dignity and last November. These figures reprefails. Sold by Heber Walsh, druegist privilegesappertainingto it.”
sent about the average preponderance
Holland,
i2-6m.
of westward over eastward travel upon
Is the above not a sufficient explanthis lino. Westward still the course of
ation for the existence and spread of
Children Cry for the A. P. A.’s?
emigrationtakes its way.
TJOOT

etc.

have been in the Hardware business for many years and
have become thoroughly conversant with the trade.
We wish to receive a fair share of the patronage
of the people of Holland and vicinity and all
will be treated with due courtesy.

A

ment of the United States and destroy Investigation developedtfle fact that
our blood-bought civil and religious the Chinese have been running mining

and Heavy

Hardware, Cutlery, Bolts,

:

particularsgiyen on application
Arsnif Habbisgti
sgton. Commander.
W. A. Holmct.B.K.

NIES, Prop.

J.

At a state convention of the Asso- “Oh, no,” said the proprietor, “there’s
subscribers more to other places without informingthe publishers, and the news- ciation.held in Springfield, 111., two no harm in that. You can throw a
papers are sent to the former place of residence, they are then responsible.
weeks ago, the following authorized lighted match into the straw and it

4.

Rank*,

G.

shop
harness-maker and observed in
one corner a workman fillingahorse
lates that he recently entered the

largely to the attacks of the
Ifaubscrlbere order the discontinuanceof
publishers may continue to Catholic Church (and why not any otvend them until all arrears are paid.
If subscribersrefuse or neglect to tale her church) on the Public schools.
their newspapers from the office to which
The A. P. A.’s have become quite a
they are sent, they are held resposlble until
they bare settleutheir bills and ordered factor in our electionsof late.

SOCIETIES.

I

An Expensive Experiment.
illustrating the lessons which

If

m 11

V'r

property owners have to learn before

“A. P. A." stands for the above
named organization.It is said to be
a secret oath-bound society, that
owes its recent growth and increase

them discontinued.

1
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Clothing

to order at

made

Moderate Prices. Ready

cloth-

ing at all prices.
New Store,

;

•

E

m

will sell

you a suit at any price.

qualities, style

made to Order Suits.

and

fit

But

for

wearing Columbia BIk, Eighths!.

we recommend one

They wear

of our

better, last longer

and

are cheaper in the end.

FLjgj^-'oTT0

&

In addition we

make an unheard of offer: We will keep

in repair, free of cost, for six

months from date

any suit bought of us during 1894. Give

of

A Full Line of

purchase

Millinery.

aft
*

ft -

L

WM. BRUSSE

& C0.,

At the Lowest Prices.

MISS DE VRIES &

-

Mrs. Emily Thorne, who resides at
Toledo, Washington, says she has never been able to procure any medicine
for rheumatism tbatrelieves so quickly
and effectuallyas Chamberlain's Pain
Halm and that she has also used it for
lame back with great success. For
sale by Heber Walsh, Holland, Mich.

-

-

MARTIN & HUIZINGA

cost, at

season.

CARRY A COMPLETE LIAE OF

20 ly

Notier & Veuschure

Subscribefor the News,

From now on

$1.00.

Overcoats are sold

below cost at

Lokkek & Rutgers.

A.

OLDCeiD!
Orders for Family Supplies and groIf

cedes, promptly tilled
lled at

you will pick up all the old gold

Wm. Swift. you have, such as Lace Pins, Ear
Drops, old broken Rings, Gold Pins,
You may lest, nights if you will Clasps, etc., and bring them to L. P.
HuseN; between now and Feb. 10, I
take
uunv “Adironda,”
Jiuiiuuwu,Wheeler’s
UOCSCI 0 Heart
U-'aFt
and Nerve Cure, it contains no Opium will make them* into a lovely plain
1

or Morphine.
Baeklei’s Araica Salve

I;
&

.

The Best Salve in the world for
Cuts, Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, SaltBbeum, Fever Sore^ Tetter, Chapped
Hands, Chilblains Corns, and all
all skin
Eruption, and positively cures Piles,
or no pay required. It is guaranteed
to give, perfect satisfaction,or money
refunded. Price 25 cents per box.
For sale by Heber Walsh “The Drug-

I

HUNTLEY.

jJ

Chemicals,
Patent Medicines,
Staple Drugs and
Sundries,

Engineer and Machinist.

Paints,

Children Cry for
Pitcher’s Castorla.

OIRcc

Oils

and

Shop on Seventh St., Holland, Midi.

and Varnishes.

Stationry, Fancy Goods, Mill and Engine Repairing
Periodicals,

School

& College Books
a Spcialty.

Stodard’s

A
All

A FULL LIKE OF CHOICE

Portfolio

Specialty.

Orders Promptly Attended to.

CIGARS.

Ready and willing to meet

Neatly and SubstantialyBound.

Pore Wines and Liquors for Medicinal

any party in consultation
relative to

Purposes.

Mich.

Tiik governmentof Saxony has introduced a novel way to secure payment of taxes. The names of persons
who do not pay are posted np in saloons
and restaurants,the proprietorsof
which dare not serve the men who are
thus mentioned under penalty of losing

thank our customers
patronage and
solicit their good will for the
for their past

Cloah! Cloaks!

At

n

Pitcher's Castorla.

CO.

We

-

0

and Winter

Fall
it a trial.

boilers,

engines and other

JOHN

ft.

HOOVERS.

PreKriptiiM ud Recipes Carefbllj Compounded.

Holland,Mich., Nov.

Van

der

19,

A. Huntley.

Veen Block, cor. River and
Eighth streets.

Machinery.

1892.

2-tf.

Holland, Mich., Feb.
Dealers in

FRESH, SALT,

IVXEI

ADULTERATED WINE

iVTS

band Ring for 25 cents, or engraved
their licenses.
band for 50 cents.
Da. B. O. WEST'S NERVE AND BRAIN
Remember that the time is limited.
Tl^^MENT^sp«Iflo^to^ystoto^DlMln«»ii.
In
August,
1888, Judge Barker, of
Hence, do not delay.
Parties desiring
Bangor, Me., mailed a dollar bill to a caused^by™ oohol oTtobsooo. WftkJalnsss, MenL. P. Husen.
creditor.The debtor died two yean
Holland, Mich., Jan. 5, 1894.
Choice Steaks and Roasts
•»
ago under the belief that he had paid
tenoy, Uacorrhce*and aU Female Weakneue*.
Money to Loan.
Are especiallyinvited to call.
the debt The letter has just been deThe Ottawa County Building and livered by the postal authorities.
genre. A month’* treatment, II, 8 for 15, by
Loan Associationhas money to loan
Street
mail. We guarantee *lx boxe* to cure. Each
on real estate security. Apply to the . Tub smallest coal-burninglocomo- order tor 8 boxe*,with $5 will •end written guarantee to refund If not cured. Gnarantee* lined
• DE Kit AKER & DE KOSTER.
secretary.
W. Z. BANGS,
tive in America is the work of C. D. only
C. A. Stevenson.
My. GrandvlUeAve.,
Grand Bapids, Vieh
Holland. Mich., Aug. 8, 1882.
Young, of Denver. It weighs but two
hundred and thirty-five pounds.

by

nothing gives strength,
and tones up the stomach like a pure old
port wine. Royal Ruby Port,” ao called
for Its- royal taste and ruby color, is on
account of its purity, age and strength,
particularly adapted for invalids, convalescents ana the aged. Sold only in bottles
(never in bulk) while cheap wine is
is injurious, but

AND SMOKED

Market on River

18, ’92.

mm
age without which no wine is fit to
use. Be sure you get “Royal Ruby”;
quart bottles $1, pints 60 eta. Sold by
Martin & Huizinga, Holland, Mich.
Sr., Holland,
Band, Mich.
Mi *

^ C^Blom,

4

STATE NEWS.
InUraatlaKBIU olnformatlon from Ta

Got. Riob After Members of the
State Board of Canvassers.
He Makes Charges Against Them with
Reference to the Salaries Amendment
Scandal,and Calls Upon Them
to

Answer February

10.

FULL TEXT OF THE CHABOEA
Lahsino, Fob. 7.— Secrotary of State

Joohim, Treasurer Hambltzer and
Land Commissioner Berry, members
of the canvassing board, were
cited to appear before Uov. Rich

rioua Localities.

The northern asylum at Traverse
City contains 670 patients.

The estimated cost of the new county
building at Benton Harbor is 960,000.
Potatoes to the nnmber of 500 bushels
were shipped from Leroy in January.

Three per cent, is now the ruling
rate on deposits In Hastings banks.
Lansing charity organizationsare
caring for 400 indigent residents of that
place.

Thousands of dead fish are floating
ashore at the southern end of Lake

Michigan.
on Tuesday and decide on some decisive
Course in referenceto the salaries Charles Webster, a deaf mute, aged
scandal,but they failed to put in 40, was killed near Wolverine by a MichAn appearance. After dinner the gov- igan Central train.
Ice cut a hole in the hull of the
ernor sent for the recreant trio and had
an hour’s consultation with them but steamer L S. Payne and she sank in the
to no avail They wouldn't say that harbor at St Joseph.

MITCHELL COTTAGE OPENED.

DAYS OF THE HOME MADE.

Michigan Mow Hsa SufficientAccommoda- Times
tions for Insane Patients. ! *

Kalamazoo, Feb

When

the Farmer’s Clothes Were

Hade

at

Home.

The cultivationof flax and the manitsane
asylums proper and one institutionfor ufacture of linen were universal in the
insane criminals were long ago fonml early days of New England. Nearly
to be Inadequate for Michigan $nd a every house in the country had cards
system of colonizationin cottages and great wheel and little wheel, reel
for the overflow
adopted. and swifts, and dye-tub in the kitchen,
Buildingswere erected from time to and scam, warping bars and loom in
time as the demand for more room re- chamber or garret From the “History
quired. In the original buildings of of Rochester," N. H., wo cull the folthe Michian asylum for the insane in lowing description:
Every fanner set apart a portion of
this city accommodationsfor 800
patients were provided, and these have his land for tlax. It was an Indispenbeen added to until five cottages sable crop, and the manufactureof oil
have been erected and the cap- from the seed became a profitable
acity has been increased to 1,160. business.
The last, the Mitchell,named in
The flax was carefully pulled up by
honor of Charles T. Mitchell, of Hills- the roots and stacked in the field till
dale, a trusteeof the asylum for eight- thoroughlydry, when the seed was
een years and president of the board thrashed out It was then soaked in
for twelve years, war opened with ap- water for several days, and spread on
propriate ceremonies Tuesday. It will the ground to be vetted, frosty nights
be attached to the female department, helping to whiten it
and Medical HuperintendentEdwards After a suitable time it was stowed
is of the opinion that the accommodaaway till spring, when it was brought
tions for this class of patients will out to be dressed by use of the brake,
now be sufficientfor a long time to the hatchel and the swingle. By this
come.
means the flax was thoroughly bruised
7.

—Three

was

A shortage of 11,135 has been found
neither did
they apparently relish the idea of be- In the accounts of John M. West, treasing removed for gross carelessness in urer of Tuscola county.
falling to examine the fraudulent Marlette Is to have a new bank, to be
canvass before signing
At 3 known os the Commercialbank of Maro'clockthe conference ended and Secro- ietta, with a capital of 1100, 000.
without cutting,and the tow and
tary Jochim left for Mason In response
Entries for the August meeting of the
LOOKS BRIGHTER.
coarse, woody parts separated from
to a summons from the prosecuting at- Grand Rapids Driving club will open
torney. At 9 o’clock in the evening, February 18 and close February 17.
Suffering In Gogebic lUnge Is at an the finer fibers of true linen. It was
then combed to complete the separaEnd.
grown weary with waiting, the govA cadet appointment to West Point
Ibofwood, Feb. 5.— There Is no tion, and was ready for the wives and
ernor caused the following charges, has been Issued LlewellynW. Oliver,
prepared by ex- Judge Edward Cahill, Escanaba, Twelfth district, Michigan. longer any suffering or starvation In daughters to spin and weave Into gar$ be served upon each of the three
The Bolding Manufacturingcompany the Gogebic range, thanks to the ap- ments.
dflrelictofficials;
and Hall Bro&' Manufacturing com- peal of Gov. Rich and the generous Woolen cloth was also made at home.
“Exxoctiv*Office Liirsuro. Mich., Feh pany, of Belding, have resumed opera- response thereto by the people of the The wool was carded into rolls by
8, l»i— To John W. Joohim, Secretaryof
state and the revival of activity of hand, and then spun and woven into

they should resign and

it

tions.
State; Joseph F. Hsmbltxer, State Treasurer,
and John 0. Berry, Commissioner of the
State Laud Office, Comprisingthe Board of troubles.
State Canvassers.Qentlemen:Public charges

domestio some of the leading minea There
Farmer Squires, living near is a sufficient supply of goods on hand
Battle Creek, ended his life with a to meet the wants of the poor until the
have been made and have come to my
middle of March. Up to date donaknowledgethat gross errors were made razor.
tions of food and clothing have been
In the canvass of the returns of votes given In
A half dozen Bell telephone line men
the various counties at the electionheld in this from Detroit are at work constructing received to the value of nearly
1100,000.When an appeal was first
state on the first Monday In April, A D. 1893,
a new line between Hillsdaleand Coldfor and against the adoption of joint resomade for help there were not over
lution No. 10, approved March 9, 1893, pro- water.
500 working at the mines of this
posing an amendment to section1, arBurglars broke open the safe in the
ticle 9, of the constitutionof the Hotel Morrow, at Bad Axe, and stole city. Now there are 700 employed at
the Norrie, East Norrie and Pabst and
state relative to the salariesof slate
about $00 in cash and some valuable
officers,by which It was made to appear that
100 at the New Port. Wages are much
snob amendment to the constitutionhad been papers.
lower than a year ago. Miners then reratifiedand approved by u majority of the
Marcus Peterson, clerk of the state ceived 81.75 and 12. 25 per day, and some
electorsvoting thereon,whereas It Is alleged
board of auditors, against whom as high as 83. They are now working
that by a true and correct canvass of the returns of such votes the amendment was de- charges of crookedness have been made, for 11.35.

Becoming crazed over

“Under the power as granted and duty Imninth annual session of the
posed upon me us governor of this state by seoUonBof article 12 of the constitution It be- Michigan state assembly,Knights of
comes my duty to Inquire Into the condition Labor, will convene at Holland Februand administration of your several offices, ary 18 and 11
and especially Into the manner in which
The board of equalization in 1801 de*
you have severally and collectivelyper
formed the duties of the board of state can- clared the value of Isabella county to
vassers,of which you are ex-offlelo members, be 10,000,000,an increaseof 83 per
for the purpose of determiningwhether you cent in four years.
have been guilty of gross neglectof duty In the
The fifteenth annual conventionof
matter of canvassing said returns. You are,
therefore, severally cited and required to ap- the Berrien County Sunday School aspear before me at the executive office lu the sociation will be held at
Joseph,
city of Lansing on the l&lh day of February,
February 21 and 22.
1894, at one o'clock In the afternoon, then and
A syndicate of New York and Chicathere to answer to the followingspecific
go capitalistahas an option on the
charges, vlx.
“L That you, the said John W. Jochim, secre- Grand Rapids gas company’s plant
tary of slate; Joseph F. Hambltzer, state treas- The price asked is 81,200,000.
urer, and John (J. Berry, commissionerof the
Caspar C. Stevenson, convicted in the
state land office,who are the board of state
canvassers under the constitutionand laws of Western district of Michigan of embezthis state, were each and everyone of you zling post office funds, has been parguilty of gross neglect of duty In this,
doned by President Cleveland.
that you did not, nor did either of you, exHcrnce Mansfield and Mrs. Anna Alamine the statements or returns of votes from
the several counties filed In the office of the guire have been arrested at Kalamazoo
secretaryof state showing the number of votes charged as principal and accessory in
cast for and against said proposed amendment
the murder of Louis Schilling.
to the constitution relativeto the salaries of
The J. I. Case Threshing Machine
state officers by the electorsIn this state at the
electionIn 1891
company of Racine, Wia, has incor'f. That you wore severally guilty of gross porated under the state laws of Michineglect of duty In this, that you did not, nor
gan with a capital stock of 81.000.000.
did eitherof you, ascertain and determinethe
Gov. Rich has been requested by the
true resultof such vote, nor perform with due
and proper care the duties relatingto canvass- war department to name a commission
ing the statements and returns from the sever
to mark the position of the Michigan
al counties of the votes given at such election
troops on the battlefield of Antietam.
for and against said proposedamendmentto
the constitutionrequired of and Imposed upon
Rev. Hiram L Miller, who built the
you as members of said board of state canvass- first Presbyterianchurch in the Sagiers by the constitutionand laws of this state.
naw valley,is still alive and at work.
•8. You were severallyguilty of gross neglect
of duty In this, that you made and suf- He has been In the ministry forty-throe
fered to be made gross errors In the yeara
canvass of the statements and returns
Jerome Munson, aged 02, was killed
filed In the office of the secretaryof state of
at
New Lathropby a falling tree which
votes given In the severalcounties at
said election In April 1893, for and was blown over upon him. He leaves
against said proposed amendment to the
large family in destitute circumconstitution by which It was falsely made
stances.
to appear that such proposed amendment
Leaving behind her two little chilbad been approved and ratifiedby a majority
of the electorsvoting thereon. Whereas, by a
dren, Mrs. Norman H. Brown, wife of
trae and correctcanvass of the said statement a wealthy farmer of Young's Prairie,
and returns the said proposed amendmentwas
has eloped with Charles Pitts, of Tonalofeated.
“1 You are further required then and there wanda, N. Y.
to show cause why you and each of you should
Otsego physicians unite in a denial
not be removed from office for gross neglectof

The

St

:

a

cloth.

TOTS TAUGHT TO STEAL
An Aged Michigan Couple Make Burglars
of Their Children,Aged 7 and 10.
Iron wood, Feb 0. — Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Murray, an aged couple well
known in many of the mining towns of
the upper peninsula, have been bound
over on the charges of larceny, burglary and receiving stolen property.
Two of the Murray children,aged 7 and
10 respectively, were arrested on the
charge of stealing a gold watch and
chain valued at 1200 and breaking into
several stores and dwellings and
helping themselves to goods valued
at several hundred dollars. While
the old couple were away from the city
the 7-year-old boy confessed having
taken the watch. The Murray residence was then searched and plunder
was discovered worth several thousand
dollars.

MUCH WORK AHEAD.
FurnitureFactoriee In Grand Rapids Bare
Plenty to Do.

Grand Rapids, Feb. 3.— All of the
furniturefactories In this city are
now running ou either full or part
time, and they have orders enough

to keep them busy

until July,
when the next semi-annual furniture
ale opena The January sale which
just closed was very successful There
were 135 buyers present from all parts
of the country. This was a falling off
of forty as compared with last July.
Prices ruled fairly strong, however,
and all orders were placed on a cash

basis.

_

Sent to an Aaylum.
Kalamazoo, Feb. —Miss Belle Hull,
of Saugatuck, a cousin of Vice President Stevenson and an early friend of
both Lincoln and Douglas, was admitted to the asylum for the insane here
8.

IMEATS.
The Best

Too M*dj Americana WoefullyDeflclent
In That Branch of Education.

"When my children get to the proper
age,” said the man who was smoking a
I intend to have them
bviur pipe,
taken in hand by some competent person and give them a thorough instruction in the art of eating, and, further,
in the science of finding out what to
eat and ordering."
“What do you mean?” inquired a
Buffalo Express man who sat next to
him.
“I mean this: The average American
citizen is woefully deficient in knowledge of what he can get to cat He
falls down
a dinner.

when

it

comes to ordering

The great majority

is

number of packages that we expect

the

MSS

*

furnish to our customersthe
year.
.

coming

to

Who

MflGIG G&rttty.

ue

wiU help

create^

a

call

for

WnitUANTED TO CURB ALL KINDS 0» HKADACIIB. CONTAINS
no POISONS. Has no equal.

REMEDY

AN OFFER : Cut

this out and take it to yonr naarsst druf1st. If he does not keep “Maoio Oxleht" send ns hts address and exactly what bet told yon, and we wUl send
you a package free of cost.

the

,
(

that cures

Price at the Drug Store 25 Oenti.
Will Z Banos, Pharmacist. Grand Uapldi, Mlob.

HEADACHE.
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The
Inter Ocean
^ .

—

is THE

MOST POPULAR REPUBLICAN NEWSPAPER OF TRE WEST

-

AND

-

HHS THE LHRGEST CIRCULHT10N.

TERMS BY
DAILY (without Sundiy), .6.00 pw

The Weekly
Aa
It

a

yov.

MAIL-

DAILY (with Sundii), »a00 por pu.

Inter Ocean, per year, $1.00

newspaperTHE INTER

OCEAN keepo abreast of the times In all reepects.
'THE NBW6 AND THE BEST

sparse neither pains nor expenM in securing ALL

OF CURRENT LITERATURE.

of people

The Weekly Inter Ocean
Is

edited especiallyfor thou who, on account of mall service or any othar reason, do

not take a dally paper. In Its column* are to be found the week's news of all tha
world condensedand the ireem of the literary featuresof the Dally.^

AS A FAMILY PAPER IT EXCELS

A Supplement,

^ZTeiohtpaoz^

Illustrated, In Colors,

EIGHT ADDITIONAL PAGES, making In all SIXTEEN PAGES. Thla Supple.
ment, containingBIX PAGES OP READING MATTER and TWO FULL-PAGE
ILLUSTRATIONS, Is alone worth the price charged for the paper.
THE INTER OCEAN IS PUBLISHED IN CHICAGO, the news and commer.
of

dal center

of

all west of the Alleghen/MounUlna, and la better adapted to tho

needs of the people of that section than any paper farther East.
It Is In accord with the people of the Weet both In PolltiM Uid Literature.
Please remember that the price

**f

Tho Weekly Inter Ocean 18

ONLY ONE

DOLLAR PER YEAR.

By special arrangementwith the Publisher of The Inter
Ocean we are able

to’offer

AND
NEWS )

THE WEEKLY INTER OCEAN)

BOTH
f ONE

THE HOLLAND CITY

YEAR

things. They’re going to
FOR THE SUM OF
what's what when it comes to
Saugatuck had contemplated sending
of the report that smallpoxis raging Miss Hull to the Allegan county poor- eating. 'No roast beef dominationl'
JonwT. Rica”
shall be my householdslogan.”
A great deal of guessing is being there. Two persons have been sick, house, but Chicago friends came to ths
either with chickenpoxor varooloid,it rescue and changed their plans.
done as to whom the governor has deVITIATED AIR.
is not determinedwhich.
oided upon for the several offices, he
Flame* In a Dry Good* Storo,
Twenty-two
men
were
arrested
near
having declared that the. vacancies will
Adrian, Feb 6.— A. B. Parks’ 540,000 Impurity of the Atmosphere of SteamIs the time to subscribe for these two papers. Tho two
be filled as soon as they are made. Ludington for violating the law
Heat ed Itulldluga.
stock
of dry goods was smoked and
will furnish you the best assortment of reading matter
against
spearing
fish.
All
were
reSeveral persons have been mentioned
In an article contributed to the
soaked beyond redemptionSunday
during the winter evenings.
for each of the offices, but persistent leased on promises of good behavior in
night The insurance is 15,000 on the PhiladelphiaRecord by Dr. F. A. Adeffort has failed to induce the governor this regard in the future.
building and |20,000 on stock. The ams, the inquiry is propounded
TRY IT FOR ONE YEAR.
to give any intimation as to who his
MICHIGAN FARMERS.
fire broke out in the basement A whether the immense increase of
appointees will be.
steam-heated
office
buildings,
in
which
ejerk struck a parlor match, the head
Subscriptions received at the News office.
In the opinion of those who are best They Form a State Organization—It« ObThis otter Is open to all readers of the News, that pay in advance.
of which flew off, igniting a lot of cot- the great majority of rooms have no
jrctg Outlined.
qualified to judge, Rev. Washington
adequatemeans for the renewal of the
Gardner, of Albion college, will be the
Laxhisu, Feb. 2.— The Michigan ton batting, and the flames rapidly air to be warmed, may not in a large
new secretary of state, although Dennis State Association of Farmers’ clubs spread.
.measure account for the prevalence of
E Alward, of Clare, clerk of the state was organized Thursday by deleBig Dairy Project nt Grand Rapids.
pneumonia among middle-aged men.
senate, is being stronglybacked for gates from the various farmers’ clubs
Grand Rapids, Feb. 6.— A company Many of these buildings. Dr. Adams
of the state. Concerted action is in- is being organized by O. A. Ball, 8. S.
this place.
says, are admirably constructed to
For state treasurer James M. Wilkin- tended to be taken by the varionsclubs, Bally, M. L. Sweet, D. P. Clay, and
keep out air, whether cold or not; this
son, a prominent Marquette banker, through the state organization, upon others, with a capital of 8150,000, to
very perfection contributingto their To the Farmers!
Joseph B. Moore, cashier of the Penin- questions of general Importanceto the operate a big dairy farm on the river insalubrity. In these hermetically
sular savings bank, of Detroit, and farming community. The association north of the city. The company will
Be Huro and look well this season to yonr own
scaled office rooms that abound in
FortyInterests, In buying your Hay Loaders and other
Daniel McCoy, of Grand Rapids, are adopted a constitution and by-laws begin with 300 cows, and will produce
business buildings the steam heats the terming tools.
providing that the association shall be milk, butter, cream and eggs on a
mentioned.
I keep at present tho Bock Island Bake and
atmosphere to a delightfully comfortSevern) names are mentioned in con- non-political and non-sectarianand wholesale shale, with a depot in the
Hay Loader combined, which is far ahead of anyable degree, and the occupant breathes thing yet offered In thla vicinity. It has already
wellnection with the office of land com- elected the followingofficers:Presi- city.
and rebreathesthe air during zero been tested, to tho best satisfaction,by one of
missioner.Among them are William dent, William Bald, of Hamburg; vicedays when an open window cannot be our largest farmers In Fillmore.Kloas Dykbnia.
Many Turkeys DespoltaL
He prefersIt far above tho Keystone.
A. French, of Presque Isle county, president, Angus Templeton,of Mason;
Kalamazoo, Feb 8.— The War- endured, the effect being to silently Also something new in the Hay unloading line,
Sidney T. Morris, of Muskegon, Milo secretary,A. C, Bird, of Highland; diwith
which yon can onload your grain aa well aa
undermine his powers of resistance,so
D. Campbell, of Coldwater, and ex- rectors,EL K. Devine, of Holly, and F. ren Feather Bone company, Three Oaks,
yonr bay.
that
when
he
goes
forth,
exchanging
The American Cultivatorand Seeder and Bean located
has received a novel shipment of 48,State Treasurer E D. Pritchard, of Al- W. Fowler, of Snyder.
000,000 quills from Lexington, Ky. such tropicalair for the keen breeze Puller Combined. WlUpuUfromS to 10 acre*
legan.
In one day.
Safe to Port.
Theae quills are the larger points from of unrestricted nature, it happens The AmericanDisk Harrow and Pnlverlxer.
Detboit, Feb. T.— A glaring election
that,
through
some
subtle
change
to
Also the North MoleUr Spring Tooth Harrow, as
New Gbleaes, La., Feb. 0.— The the end of the winga There being but
fraud was dlaoloaed here Tuesday in
his system which has robbed his lungs all eteal. No loading np of dirt.
schooner-yacht
Florence,
which
was
ten
quills
on
a
turkey,
it
took
480,000
The Fife-tooth Cultivator.aUetoel.
connection with the state salaries
of their power of resistance,their caLand Roller., Plowe, Hay Bakes, Double Shovamendment scandal of 1898. A com- reportedwrecked, arrived Monday to birds to make np this lot, which
flarrlnoton's
pacity to endure the onset or transi- el end Three Shovel Cultivators,Hay Forks and
parison of the returns from the wards charge of Capt G. H. Brooks, after a weighed 16,000 pounds.
tion
is gone and the subtle poison of ^ iJs^kMp^on band a full line of Boggles,Road
with the figures after the canvassing delightfultrip, with all well The
Daatli of a Historian.
Is offered for sale at
unrenewed air does its deadly work in
board had finished its work, shows party was much surprised to hear of the
^5lKlarKuoDnduSuedto my tew Pate
Grand
Rapids, Feb 5.— Prat Frank- the form of pneumonia.
ent Double Truss Brace, which I now pnton all
tfcat exactly 100 votes were added published reporta The yacht left Hollin Everett died Thursday, aged 88
my wagons, and of wbloh I am the sole prodstor
to the yea vote returns in each of land, Mich., September 80, and will yean. He came here to 1846 to be
for this City. This is tha only tine trass brace a bargain.
A Stnaff* Plana
made. No extra charge.Upon short noUoe I flU
the fifteenwards, with one exception, leave Wednesday for Biloxi.
principal of the Tillage school and a
In the bland of Reunion is a plant every order in the Wagon and Blacksmithline.
the fifteenth, to which fifty were added.
effect of the Convict law Defined
year later opened a private school, known as the wild orange, which pro- Carriageand Wagon Painting done in the moot
Besides this the total vote of 1C, 488 yeas
LAHSore,Feb 7.— The supreme court which he conducted until 1874 Bis duces a fruit, green at first, afterward
^AfwboleoSSTrfdRetaU-a fuU line of Iron
v.,.\v ray>/;
**8 entered in the retort of the canvass on Tuesday held that the law of 1608 history of the Grand River valley, pubbluish, and verging into purple as it ADd Stftftl.
as 18,408, making a totalf falsification materially reducing the good time that
l bay ail kinds of Furs, and keep a InU line of
lished in 1877, is valued to pioneer cob ripens. This has ‘ been tested and
acres
had.
in favor of the amendment increasing can he earned by first and second term
found t^make a beverage in every ^AU tbs above goods I will sell at close margin,
the state officers’salaries of 8,45(1
convicts and making it Impossiblefor
why equal to coffee and at a much for Cash, ot good Bankable paper.
Hifttos Proves Bolf-Dofeaea.
Thankingyou for vour past patronage I solicit
George H. Bussey, who was chairman third termers to earn any good time
Inquire of
Paw Paw, Feb a.— At the examine lower price. The product is called ybur furthertrade duriPg ensuing season.
of the footings committee of the can- does not apply to convicts sentenced
“mussaenda,"and can
used
tion
before
Justice
Mason
of
Hugh
fSMtaV board, is now employed in the when the old law was to effect
Biggins, for the killing of Eugene
dbditor general'soffice at Lansing.
Lumber Men Swindled.
Finch to Almena, the' evidence showed
Other members of the committee fail
Sag IF aw, Feb 5. — Smboth lumber that the prisoner acted in eelf-defenae.
tb explain satisfactorily.
Warehouse and
on
swindlers have defrauded BaginaW val- End the justice dischargedhim’ from being cultivated. It is most Ukely,
HOLLAND, MICH., July 12, ’83.
To break up the tee gorge at the low* ley firms out of several thonearid dob custody. The .prosecutingattorney however, that cMcoiy, moip than 'cof- River Street, Holland, Mich.
er (him on the ‘Muskegon river at Big lart by giving Worthless notea ,to pay* then arrested Higgine for violation of fee, -will suffer from th^ introduction

Friday

night The

.authorities of

r-s

Tke Remedy lor fleadicke.

in this country are brought up frugally

at home and do not know anythingbut
the commonest dishes. The consequence is that when a man goes into
a restaurant for dinner or to a hotel he
gazes helplesslyat the bill of fare and
sees many things of which he does not
know the component parts. He dares
not order anything that he is not sure
of for fear of ridicule, and he falls back
on roast beef and mashed potatoes.
The fact Is, he doesn't know anything
but roast beef. Same way in a restaurant When a waiter shoves a bill of
fare under a man's nose nine times out
of ten he will look it over and then say:
*Gimme a steak and some fried potatoes.’ Now, the man who does this
day after day doesn’t want roast beet
He is sick unto death of steaks and
fried potatoes. He loathes ham and
eggs, and yet he keeps on ordering
them in dreary and dyspepticsuccession, because he doesn’t know any
Better and he is too proud to confess
his ignorance. It's that way with me,
and I’ll bet it’s that way with most of
you. I am going to relieve my children

Market.

120,000

wom-

made.
The first carding machine was introduced by EliphaletHorne in 1811. It
caused much excitement in town, and
set the old people to shaking their
heads and asking what the girls would
have to do now.

in the

Cor. Eigntli and Fisli St.

,

en and the breeches for the men, oven
the suits that the minister wore in
the pulpit and the clothes of representatives to congress, all were home

der Veere.

| THE SEASON.
CHOICE

garments were likewise made at
home, not only for everyday wear, but
the go-to-meeting dresses of the

Meat Market,

Wm. Van

All
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Id

detennloiog the qeeded changes to ent management: “We have now 472

1 Household Treasure.

the Wilson bill, (or these circularswill boys in all, ranging in age from ten to

seventeen years. With a boy under
fifteen our chances are good for reThe grand Jury now in session at forming him, but a boy over that age family lhas always found the best reSATURDAY, FEB. 10, 1891
low its use; that he would not
Mason, the county seat of Ingham is very hard to deal with.) I believe sulttfoBI
be Mthout it, if procurable. G. A.Dykecounty, in which Lansing is situated, there is much in herldity, but the boy
Drugglst, Catskill, N. Y., says
,
Political Bunkum.
is steadily unearthing the canvassing is what he Is, largely fregn environ- thatDr.
•Dr. King’s New Discovery is ununWe are In receipt of the following frauds ofl893 and 1891, by which the ment. From my study of 'human na- doubtedly the best Gough remedy;
circular letter addressed by Seuator constitutional amendments increasing ture tor the last twenty years at the thatne has used it In his family tor
eight years, and It has never failed to
Voorhees of the Senate finance com- the salaries of the attorney general, school, I have become a Arm believer
do an that is claimed for it. Why not
mlttee to the press of the country:
secretary of state, commissionerof the in the power of reformation. There try atamedy so long tried and tested.
state land office, state treasurerand are prominent business men to-day, Trial bottles free at Heber Walsh,
interrogatories on the subject of tariff lieutenant-governorwere “carried.” who came to our school from the worst Holland, and H. De Kruif Zeeland,
Mich.. Regular size 60c. and $1.00.
rates and the existingdepression in
It is gradually being developed that families in the low Detroit districts.
trade, which have been submitted as
To grow old gracefully, one nfiust
far as possible to individuals and firms the same brain, and the same combi- Boys come to use who have the nerve
throughout the country. In order to nation conceived and executed the and intelligenceto make them powers live temperatelv, calmly, methodicalgive full publicity to the questions fraud of ’93 as that of ’91. It is hinted for good and evil, and the great re- ly; be interested in all that is going on
in the world; be cheerful, happy and
they are submittea to you in the hope
sponsibilityof shaping their destinies contented, and above all, keep the
that you may be disposed to insert that testimony has been given which
them in the columns or your paper as supplies the key to the whole myster- rests with us. The methods of refor- blood pure and vigorous by the use of
news matter, withoutcbarge,and with ious situation, and that the public mation have changed remarkably in Ayer’s Sarsaparilla.Be sure and get
Ayer’s.
a suggestionto the parties interested
will soon be apprised of the exact man- the last few years. They used to have
to make reply thereto directly to the
ner in which the crime was perpe- a high fence and iron bars around .the
When suffering from throat or lung
committee.1
trated. This week it has also been school, and the boys were whipped in- troubles, take only such medicine as
Accompanying the letter are six
discovered that the conspiracy to the straight and narrow path. To- has been proved worthy of confidence.
blanks with inquiries addressed to 1)
Such a remedy is Ayer’s Cherry Pecextends to Wayne county and that day when a boy is sent to us, I say to him
toral; a speeflefor sudden cold, and in. manufacturers, fTimporters, 3) merthe returns on the amendments last ‘we have no fence here, if you want to valuable in all forms of pulmonary
chants, 4) chambers of commerce,
spring were padded nearly 6,000 votes. run away you will have plenty otchan- complaints. Sold by druggists. Price
hoards of trade and public officers,
The originalreturns were not tamper- ces, but I don’t thinkjou will, jif you $!•
6) labor organixations of workingmen,
ed with, but when the returns were do, I am disappointed, for I put confiThe experience of Goo.). A. Ang
Apgar, of
and 6) agriculturists.
tabulated and sent to Lansing and dence in you.’ In thus placing him German Valley, N. J.,. is well worth
The one covering labor is as follows:
compared they showed tnat in no less upon his honor we reform him through remembering.He was troubled with
My Deab Sir: »In former years, than twenty-seven precinctsin the his will. The result'is that not near- chronic diarrhea and doctored for five
when the question of the
was
months and was treated by four difuppermost in the consideration of the city of Detroit solid blocks of 100 had ly as many run away as did under the ferent doctors without benefit. He
people, circular letters were addressed been added to the yea vote on the sal- old system, and most of the boys hate then began using Chamberlain’sColic,
to merchants, Importers,and others, aries amendment.The amendment in- to leave When it comes time for him Cholera and. Diarrhea Remedy, of
which one small bottle effected a comcreasing the salary of the attorney to
„
WvaWB m m w w*
plete cure. It is for sale by Heber
general which was voted on in 1891,
and wages paid,
Walsh, Holland, Mich.
etc., etc. This was notably the case had also been tampered with. Re
The semi-annual furnituresale in
In 1845, under the direction of Secre- turns from fifteen precincts are misO. W. O. Hardman, Sheriff of Tyler
tary Walker, in 1882, through the sing, but of those found intact, eight Grand Rapids, now closed, is being re- Co., W. Va., appreciates a good thine
Tariff Commission; and in 1885, under
viewed with a fair degree of satisfac- and does not hesitate to say
ay so. He
the direction of Seceretary Manning. precincts showed that the original tion. These sales are being held in was almost prostrated with a cold
The replies to such interrogatories returns had been falsifiedby adding
when he procured a bottle of Cham
January and June, and at the beginfurnish valuable statistics and other 100 yea votes in each precinct. Atberlain’s Cough Remedy. He says:
ing of the month the manufacturers “It gave prompt relief. I find it to
data, and materially aid in legislating
torney General Ellis has already reupon the subject of customs duties.
looked forward to the next thirty days bean
oean invaiuaoie
invaluable remedy for coughs
With a view to securing such infor- turned to the state treasury $296.38, with considerable fear. They argued and colds.” For sale by Heber Walsh,
mation, the Committee on Finance that being the amount of salary paid
Holland. Mich.
submit to you the following questions, him on the auditor’s warrants during that in a period of financial depreswhich they trust you will formulate thelastseven months, as increase of sion jewelry and furniture were about
replies to, adding such general or
the last things people would think of
sped&l matter as you may be possessed salary allowed by the legislature of buying, and that if the sales came up
of, and which, in your judgement, 1893. As he claims that the amendto half of the usual amounts it would
will be of value to the Committee.
ment of 1891, which increased his
be
about all that could be expected.
1. To what particular trade or in- salary from $800 to $2,500, carried dedustry does your society belong?
The results have been better than
2. State as nearly as you can the spite the forgery in the Gogebic coun- they dared hoped for. but it has fallen
number and character of people en- ty, he does not propose to return the
a long way short of an average busigaged in the various industries
tries in ]your difference between these two amounts
ness. Since Grand Rapids became
ict
unless the court says he must. This
Only one night.
3. Have thef wages, hours of
of emthe furnitureMecca of the country
ployment, and production been cur- was before the Detroit frauds had nearly every outside factory has fallen
been discovered. The other state
tailed within the last twelve months;
moi
into the habit of sending its seller*
February 15.
If so, what were the causes?
officers whose salaries were increased
4. Is your industry, from the work- by the amendment of 1898 have drawn here to compete with the local saleslogmen’s standpoint, at present in a
men at the semi-annual- round-ups
The peoples favorite
»3C.r a.;
depressed condition?If depressed, their salariesfor January at the conbut this year the, hnmber of sellers
stitutional rate in force before that
what remedy do you suggest?
id'i9tjarnaai
5. Have the expenditures of the amendment was erroneouslydeclared from outside has fallen off fully 30 per
cent. The dealers have bought rathfamilies of workingmen been lessened
carried.
by reason of any reduction of wages or
er gingerly, and haWi fihtrtfB a stronglack of work during the past twelve
assistedby the old orignal cast, includer liking for medium priced goods
months?
~ ing Mr. S. Knox Gavin
Was John Barneveld a martyr or a
than heretofore.A £jU£ful estimate
6. Please give a comparative statetraitor? With this subject for hislecment of wages for the past five years,
shows that the eastern and southern
and number of hours per week em- ture, a large audience gathered to hear buyers have ptfrettBSed'
twoployed.
Rev. H. E. Dosker in the First Ref.
thirds of the usual quantity and the
7. What, In your opinion, would be church, Tuesday evening. The speakwestern men only about one-third.
the effect of a reduction of import
er claimed to have been placed in
duties to a point which would encourage the Importation of goods similar possession of historical evidences, not
Henry Watterson of Kentucky, the
to those manufactures in which you heretofore accessible,not even to the
AdmiBBion, 15c, 25c and 35c.
well-known free trader, editor of the
are engaged?
historianMotley, and armed therei w.
8. «ive
Give your
yo
'views, generally, as to
Louisville Courier, and author of the
with he combatted the latter’s conthe best methods of placing the inReserve seiita at Breyman’s commen“March through a slaughter-house to
dustries in which you are engaged up- clusion that Barneveld was a martyr,
an
open
grave,” was asked recently
on a prosperousbasis.
ling Wednesday, 9:00 a. m.
and held the opposite, that he was a
9. To what extent has immigration traitor. As an historicalresearch and what he thought of Cleveland personalaffected the condition of the workingly, and this was his reply: “I want
a literary production the lecture is
men in this country?
to say that Grover, personally, is a
10. State, generally, any informa- consideredby our best critics as a
good
fellow. He is good company
tion which you consider would be use- masterly production. We learn that
when
you
know him well, plays a fair
ful for the Committeeto know.
at an early date it will make its apThe Committee are desirous that
poker game, takes his whisky straight
pearance in one of our leading periodiyour reply shall give a full expression
and temperately,and all that. But
of your views, and not be restricted to cals. With that in view we will limit
merely answering the questions cate- our observations at this time to this he seems to lack foresight.He won’t
be advised. He is bullheaded, herons
gorically.
one feature:
Caiinhl BtiAna
For an out-and-outpiece of political The official conduct of Barneveld, away from his party. In short, Mr.
INFLUENZA
demagogism we doubt whether the the great advocate and diplomat of Clevelandis fatal to his friends.”
above could be improved upon. It is the Dutch Republic, during the latter
COLD IN HEAD, HAY FEVER.
Annual Reports.
worthy of the HonorableDaniel W. years of his career; his quarrels with
When we MJ it Com, we mean a Uutlog,
Voorhees.
Prince Maurice; his trial, conviction The following additional reports
Permanent Core. It U not like many to*
Has he not the information he de- and execution, have always been, add have been filed by corporationsdoing caUed cum that gift only temporaryrelief.
sires? Is he ignorantof the effect of will likely continue to be, a fruitful business in this county:
We wIU pay back the money In ALL CASES
be pigeon-holedwithout reading.
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HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
VAN DER VEEN BLOCK.

HOLLAND, MICHIGAN.

LYCEUM

OPERA HOUSE,

THURSDAY,

FRANK TUCKER,

Wm

•Tv:

“Our Jack.9*

CURES

CATARRH

wrhara yon are not perfectly aatisfied.If
duties on imports, when outside the source of contentionin the annals of
OTTAWA FURNITURE CO.
your druggist does not keep it, send the
free trade coterie within the ranks of Holland. And this is owing largely
Capital stock ............. $ 100,000
price, 9M Omit, la money or postage stampa.
Capital paid in ........... 40,000
his own party, and its mugwump annex, to the deplorable -fact that religious,
Tht BALL CHEMICAL CO.
Real estate ...............43,508
there is one universal outcry through- or rather dogmatic, contentions got
Wett Philadelphia,Pa.
Personal estate ........... 24,328
out the length and breadth of the mixed into the strife for political su- Debts ....................36,931
country against the dreaded results— premacy between the “stadhouder” Credit ....................
13,137
when even New York city Tammany and the “advokaat.” As a rule the Stockholders—M. Van Putten 143,
Nov. 19 1893.
i districts elect Republicansto con- Holland orthodox partisan sustains E. Van der Vries 24, J. Van Putten
t gross? It is not mockery to ask the Maurice, and brands Barneveld a trai- Jr. 131, B. Slag 59, C. Ver Schure 132,
WEST MICHIGAN R’Y.
laboring men to state anything which tor, while his heterodoxor more liberal A. Van Putten 131, Geo. Huntley 12,
Trains depart from Holland:
they believe “would be useful to the minded opponent charges Maurice Mary Huntley 12, Harry Huntley 12,
committee preparing tariff legisla- with personalanimosity and crowns Ja's Huntley 1406, G. Van Ark 172,
a.m. p.rn. a.m.
8 35 2 Ot •1230
tion,” when arguments and represen- Barneveld a martyr. By virtue of the Nellie Huntley 12, C. Van Ark 528, For Chicago.
p.m.
la.m
tations of scores of industries,re- religious-political
'attitudes, past and Frank Van Ark 174, G. J. Venenzel
Grand Rapids.. 1 25 0 30 •5 00 p.m.i 0 55
a.ru. a.m. p.rn.
Muskegon
and
p.m.
solutions of mass convention, petitions present, it is next to impossible for 18, Geo. W. Browning 37, W. H. Wing
Grand Haven.. *5 00 6 10 1 25 6 40 0 30
Hart and Pentand remonstrances innumerableare either element to undo itself of this 24, Maria De Vries 40, J. W. Beardswater ........... S 10
6 40
being ignored and laid aside for thej sequence. Barnevcld’s trial was a lee 938.
Manistee
500
1 25
Rig Rapids ..... 5 00
1 25
cut-and-dried free trade program state trial. As such its result was the
Traverse City.. 500
WOLVERINE ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.
1 25
mapped out by the radical and south- formulatingof a pre-existing majorCapital stock ............. 8 25,000
Allegan
10 05
045
ern wings of the party?
ity-sentiment, engendered by the fierCharlevoix, PeCapital paid in... ........ 13,425
tosky
5 00
Think of such a question as this: cest of passions, and it cost Barneveld Real estate ............... 0,000
Personal estate... ........ 17,940
“Is your industry, from the working- his head. Whether Justly or otherTrains Arrive at Holland.
Debts........-....;.......2,686
men’s standpoint, at present in a de- wise, is not for us to say, we leave that
Credits ............ ....... > 784
pressed condition?”
p.m.
with the lecturer of the evening. He
Stockholders—J. McLane 40, C. From Qfiicago
Mr. Senator Voorhees: All these has added his conclusions to the dozens
Blom Sr. 20, G, W. Mokma 4, I. MarIraud Rapids
questionswill be answered by the A- and scores already out. For many
Muskegon and
silje 4, J. W. Beardalee40, P. Ousting
Grand Ha
merican workingman in unmistakable reasons it was as logical and inevitable
1145
20, C. Ver ScJhji©4. (akCgtboart8, G.
terms and in a way in which you can- for Rev. Dosker to (reach the conclu**• Manistee
J. Dlekema 4, A. McNabb 124, A.
" Big Rapids....
not ignore him. His answer will be sions he did, as it was for Mr. Motley
Huntley 80, F. Carr 82, W. H. Holley •* TraverseOlty.
by ballot. •: T
to arrive at his, in opposite direction.
i
4, J. Huntley 60,’ W. ffwift 8, C. RichAllegan
Petoskoy
Besides, there is a fantasy in rehears- mond 10, <0. J. Van Putten 4, R. A.
And now comes the latest intelli- ing, and if deemed necessary in prose*Dallf. outer trains week days only.
Hunt 20, 0. Richardson 4, C. L. King
gence from Washington that chair- cuting, the|battles of the fathers.
4, G. J. Kollen 4.
man Voorhees and his Democratic asNov. 19, 1993.
The moral in the Barneveld trageHOLLAND STAVE AND LUMBER OO.
sociates on the finance committee dy, to Americans, and {especially to
LANSING
G 4k
R.R.
Capital stock ............. $ 30,000
have decided that there shall be no the naturalized citizen,is to forever
Capital paid in,....*,..
15,000
p.m. p.tn.
hearingsat all given on the tariff bill. maintain the absolute independence
Real estate ................ 500
7$
Senator Voorhees had given the Re- and separation of church and state.
Personal estate ...... ... 4,190
ting
Debts ......... ......... 9,306
Howell?
.bl Jean members of the committee
Detroit,
Credits.... ..........
6,672
understand that hearings would be
The “IndustrialSchool for Boys” at
Stockholders—
M.
Notier, John Verarranged and various persons bad Lansing, formerly-knownas the Reform
been promised a chance to appear, School, is an institution which is the schure, A. Kolvoord,H, Van Ark, G.
•
the Democratic majority, dare pride of the state. From a recent In- Van Ark, each 300 shares.
Saginaw,...............
start in with hearings. It Isa terview with the superintendent,J.
Judge Wheeler of Ludington has

CHICAGO
AND

E.

VANDERVEEN, Hardware, Hoiiahd,

40

Mich.

Pounds of Flour and 12 pounds
of Bran and Middlings given in exchange for one bushel of

Wheat.

Unequalled facilitieB for grinding grists of Rye, Buckwheat, Corn, Oats, and Barley.

The Walsh-De Boo Milling
Standard Boiler

Mills.

Co.,

Holland. Mich.

Slaughter Sale

;

'

DETROIT

—

FU

OF-

RNITURE,
TO

MAKE ROOM FOR THE

SPRING SEASON.

A NORTHERN

.

..

KfMt::::::
.IEEE::::

and

a

sham

pretond that the E. St. John, we gather the following been confirmed as pension agent at
circulars will be useful interesting informationas to its presto

Detroit

'

0*0. ba
J.

j

•••

is

offered at prices

O.HOLOOMB, Agent.

which defy competition.

RINCK &

BAVIN,

-AV,
A-

•••

Our Stock

Holland, February 1, 1894.

CO.

ADDITIONAL LOCAL.

Mre. F. Ruppert of Pekin, III,
a visit

is on
here with her son Edward, of

At the concert on Tuesday evening Hope college.
John Beucus of Cedar Springs visitnext, at the Y. W. C. A. hall, the following musicianswill take part: ed his mother, Mrs. J. F. Dyk, WedMiss Maude Hughes, harpist, J. H. nesday.
Campbell, vocalist,H. C. Post, pianist
John Van Kersen and Geo. De. Visand Wilber Force, violinist.
ser of Kalamazoo were among our vis-

What

the Y. W. itors this week.
Mrs. I. De Kraker was called to
0. A. hall on Thursday evening, for
Coopers
ville this week by the illness
the benefit of the Woman’s Temperof
her
mother.
ance Union. The public are cordially
invited. A musical programme will
Miss E. Whitelock was called to
be given, followed by refreshments.
New York by the death of her uncle.
A

social will be given at

CASTORlA

Thursday, March 1st, will be the date She left Thursday morning.
Horace Buchanan, an aged veteran
of the fourth entertainment in the
Y. M. C. A. course. This will be the of the 5th Mich., Cav., is confined to
concert by the famous Grand Haven his bed by sickness at his home on the
Ladies Quartette: Mrs. A. Van der Lake Shore.
Veen, Mrs. L. J. Hosier, Mrs. S. H.
Rev. H. Harmeling and wife of
Boyce and Mrs. N. G. Squier.
Sheboygan are here, the guests of Mr.
The Ladies’ Guild of Grace Episco- and Mrs. W. Verbeek, parents of the

Castoria

Friday and Tuesday

Lalla

McKay

v. J. A.

Millions of Mothers. Castoria destroys

in the title role carried

ered

a

toria

x

Watch

[OFFICIAL.]

me."
Ill

which

I

the day Is not
when mothers will consider the real

•teed of the variousquack nostrums which are

DBALBR IN

V.

Farm Implements,

products,yet we are free to confess that th#

Aestroytaftheir loved ones, by forcing opium,

tie Clerk.
auteeoflait three mwticgi were read and)

St., Brooklyn, N.

and althoughwe only have among our
medical supplies what to known as regular

and use Osstori*In-

interest of their children,

8a Oxford

ment have spoken highly of their experience In their outside practloewith Castoria,

am acquainted. I hope

far distant

U IF,

H. A. Ancntii, M. D.,

Our physician*in this children'sdepart-

“

OastoriaIs the beet remedy for childrenof

"

t

I

Mul

IIOLLAKD.Mich.. Feb. 8, IBM.
Le common council met In regular bcsiIoq
I was called to order by the mayor.
eut: Mayor Hummer, Aide. TerVree,
ter. De Spelder, Bchooo,Den Uyl, Da’m&n
ii, Habermann,Viascberand Harrington

II.

"Castoria to so wall adapted to children that

recommend tt assuperlortoany prescription
known to
_
„ _

of ita

good effect upon their children.1'
Da. Q. C. Osoood,
Lowell,

Council.

DB KR

Castoria.

CastoriaIs an excellentmedicine for chil-

*

pinrioxs AND ACCOUNT*.
foUowlngbills were preaent'd for pay-

OF-

the Children'sPanaoea-tbe Mother's Friend.

Castoria.

call.

Common

Space

this

rij

merits of Castoria has won us to look with

PKffpfrin*, soothing syrup and other hurtful
agents down their throats,thereby sending

-

much
ment

is

dren. Mothers hare repeatedlytold me

and management

allays

and bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep. Cas-

De

off

to his instructions

Worms and

feyerishness.Castoria prevents vomiting Sour Curd,
cures Diarrhoea and Wind Colic. Castoria relieves
teething troubles, cures constipationand flatuleney.
Castoria assimilates the food, regulates the stomach

Spelder of Orange
y, la. passed through the city W eday on his way home from Consine Mich., from where he has been

the honors of the evening. The
dramatic ability shown by Mrs.
Petrie in her rendering of the
role of the queen was a pleasant
surprise to her many friends. The
melodious voice of Mr. Jas. Price was
1 ea’d to good advantage in the role of
the Huntsman, while Mr. Arthur
Kiuwocrof Grand Rapids, who made
his -• t appearance as a soloist in this
city, i.i the part of Prince, delighted
the audiencewith his fine voice, and

guarantee la

It la Pleasant. Its

Muskegon.

evenings.

The enthusiasm with which the audience applauded the many beautiful
numbers shows that the ladies made
no mistake in their selection.Miss

and Castor OIL
thirty years’ use by

for Paregoric, Drops, Soothing Syrups,

pal church may well be
large audiences which attended the LMrs. E. Van der Veen returned
two presentations of the cantata ’uesday from a two weeks’ visit with
er daughter Mrs. J. J. VanZanten,
' “Snow White" at Lyceum Opera House
last

Dr, Samuel Pitcher’s proscription for Influita

la

and Children* It contains neither Opium, Morphine nor
other Narcotic substance. It Is a hannleaa substitute

proud of the .latter.

i

is

favor

f.

Usitxd BossnTAitand Dtspsnsait,

them to premature graves."
Dr. J. F. Kwchxlos,

Conway, Ark.

•i$|

Am,

Allbn G Brnre,

]

Th* Centaur Company, TT Mnivay

Light & Heat Co. Lighting BtrMt

Btraet,

SB

'

Boston, Mesa

via.

ill

New York City.

the entertain|ps ................................... #W00|
is due. Great credit is also
McBride, commissionon sale ol
given to Miss Kershner for having
1?* thousand dollars electric light
...........................
300 001
drilled the children so thoroughly.
Their singing in precision, attack and G.J.lMekema, 8 months salary as city BO 00
ment of the special assessment ,made in aud Lr
................................
cial ElectricEngineering Company.— Carried.
tempo', is seldon excelled on the stage
3 months salary as citT phyOn motion of Aid. Vlssohsrtbe mayor and city West Eleventh streri specialstreet assessment
88 00
by much older choruses, while the disclerk were authorisedto Iseue s warranton the district, and tor Sixth and Fish street special a§s. 8 months salary as health
tinctness with which their words were
oity treasurerfor •AOOOln favor of the Commer- seesment district, with a statementthat th*
19 50
whole of the taxee had been collected,excepting
cial Engineering Company, assignee.
pronounced, is very rarely equaled
Geo. i. 81 pp, 1 month salary os city
upon that o! W. Kaplsga, N. 75 ft. of lot 9, block
COmfUNlCATIONBFBOU COT OFFICERS.
even by professionalsof long experienB0 00
Justloeof the Peace Henry D. Post reported 94, amountingto $18.76.
ce. In the interval between the third
[Van By, 1 month salary as city
Report accepted,and wan ant for the collec
having collected 866.00 fines for violationsof the
4167
and fourth act the audience was high................................
penal laws of the sate and 1100 fine for wipla- tton of the above extended 30 days.
l month salary as city trsas*" MOTIONS AND HI SOLUTIONS.
ly entertained by the renditionof
lations of olty ordinance,line* January 19, 1B98,
89 17
up to January81. 18M, and receipt of the ftty Oo motion of Aid. Habermannthe board of
Ovide Musin’s “Maiurka de Concert,
of the success of

1

Am

upon It"

‘m

'w/l

m

...

Ml

i,

m

...

,

.Brings, 1 month ^salaryas street

by Mr. Ira G. Heth, a prominent
36 41
....... .......................
Public w'ks, water at engine
young violinistof Grand Rapids,
5 00
is conceded by many who were present bouses .................................
16 25
J. A. TerVree, 854 days team work
to be the best entertainment eve
..

given in this city by home talent.

/

J.

treasurerfor same. Accepted,orderedplaced on public works were Instructed to hsve all publie buildingsproperly wired and lighted
file and the treasurercharged with the money .
tJNFlNIBHBD BUBINMS.
The city physician reportedthe number of City
.

Mulder, 4 days labor on street* ........ 6 00

»

Ranters Bros, hardware .................. 1
Holland Btave A Lumber Co. lumber. ... 76 79

.

H

Boone petitionedthat, whereas,bs had
board of public worke one hundred dollars for ifaler need In sprinkling streets, and

poor treated,and medicinesfunds bsd to, by

A. P. Beott, 47 fence poets ................ 5 87

Personal Mention.

*'

,

paid the

The street commissionerreported bit do tags that as on. the streets sprinkledthere were eight
for the three months ending January 1804.— erosaingsand the frontage of tbs city ball, for
which he otherwise would received no pay, that
Filed.

The foUowlng claims, approved by the board Of be be allowed a like amount, vis : fiftydollars, as
E. Vaupell,four cords stove wood ........ 7 50 public works Febnary5th, 1HM. were certtfle<|U) .qlloils^MpfjsriMg.qqu^Usfor
tbs sprinkling
sick list.
J. FUeman. stove wood for city poor ..... 8 65
of crossings- Grantsgc:
the common council lor payment,vis
Holland, Mich., Feb. 6, 1894.
Mrs. R. Ranters is slowly but stead B. Bteketee,paid one poor orde r ........ 1 50 H. G. Hanson, superintending InstallaP. Prins,paid two poor orders ............ 6 00
To the Honorable the Mayor arid Common Cou ntion of machinery In electric light statily improving.*
.
Wm.Bwlft.ptld one poor order ......... 2 00
cil of the City of Holland.
tlon by order of the committee four
C. L. Streng or Montague was in tne D D# VrlM p&1(1 fourteen poororders... 19 so
Gentlimen :-Where*B, through the recent
teen days at 82.00 ................. ..... 8 28 00
Balary bills of members of Hose Ca No.
city a few days this week
gridingof Seventh street, it !• not possible to
P. Winter, salary as engineer January
272 90
1994 ..................
........... 50 00 drive a team and wagon to the front door of the
W. K. Johnston, architect, of Chicacreamery situatedon sa’.dstreet,we hereby reThe several claims were allowed, excepting j q winter, salary as engineer January
go, was in the city, Wednesday.
petitionyour honorable body to grant
salary bills of members of Hose Co. No. 1, which | jg^
60 00 spectfully
tons the privilege of filling Id earth enough In
C.
of the Grand Haven wen laid upon the table temporarily.
P. Hole, moving steam wood .............. 5 50

Geo Blom, the drayman is on the

4

„

Lit

wolverine Electric

GomnanB.

RATES FOR LIGHTING.

4 ..

.

COIIEKCIAL LICHTIIG. RESIDENCE L1GHT1.1G.

.......

Nyland

Leather Co. and wife were

in

REPORTS OF STANDING COMMITTEES

the city

16 C. P.

10 P. M.

1

67

75

1

68

3

65

70

3

53

02

65

5

40

6

35

1 A.

.

The committeeon poor reported,presenting
the semi-monthly
reportof the director of the
of Grand Rapids poor and said committee,recommending 830,50
was the guest of her aunt Mrs. Dr. W. for the support of the poor for the two weeks
Steam wood.
ending February S7st. 1894, and having extended
Van Patten.
honorable body.
temporaryaid to the!amount of $80.65.— Ap- H. Rlksen, 254
;..v. 4 00
C. J. Loeker A Co.
Mrs. T Woltman of Chicago, a for- proved and warranta ordered Issuedon the city H. Nyenbrink, * l«-16oords....sv........ 4 30
Referred to the committee on streets and
mer resident of this city, is visiting treasurer for the several amounts as
J. Tan Appledoorn, 49 5.16 cords,. ........ 61 40

Wednesday.
Miss Anna Gezon

M.

16 C. P.

Nooman. 154 days work at pump bouse 1 87 the said street in front of said orer mery, and
abdnt three feet lo width, to allow teams to
M. Van Zanten,paint, turpentine and
-varnish ................... ...........T 45 rsioh the front door of the It creamery, beIngapeclallyagreed by ns that we will remove
J. DInkeloo, calciminnlng and ^ whitewashing at water work* ........ ....... 18 50 sort filling at any time atozr own expense
when notified so to do by resolutionof your

G

OFFICE LIGHTS.

.•

5

oords..

relitiveshere.

evening from

__

mended.

G. A. Kanters returned Tuesday
a business trip to

Hart,

Oceana county.

G. Laepplc attended the annual
session of the F. & A. M. grand lodge
this week at Saginaw.

James Danhof

of

To

the Honorable, the

Mayor and Common

3 39

cords

Grand Rapids, and
Haven,

M. A. Wltteveeen. llll-Woords

,.-w

......

their
18

18

K. Van den Berg. 8 11-18 oords ........... 1» 16
Council of the City of Holland.
Gentlemen :-Your committeeto whom was J. Crofoot.12 17-32 oords. .....
..... 19 28
..m it i .W.
8 75
referredthe petition of the Secretaryof Hose Co J. Wittsveen , 9 11>82 oordl.
No. 1, asking for eight months salary for Mr. I j, Lohker, 2 5-99 oords ..... .............. 8 02
Frenk L Walsh, would recommend that said j R Van den Brink, 157-KPoords.......... 22 53
party be allowed tlx months’ salary. the rate T. Beekhuls, 17 3-16 cords ... ........... 27 63
of fifteendollars per year, amounting to 17.50, T.Bredeway, 2 M6 cords.
........ 3 80
and two months’ salary at twenty-five dollars Wm. Jobdston. 11 8-16 oords ..............17 40
Geo. M. West, 4 13-16 oords ............ 6 27
per year, amountingto $4.17 ; total $9.16.
We would fartherrecommend that Mr. J. C, . Bronkhorat. 4 31-33 cords ....... ...... 6 90
Dyke be aUowed $4.50 for drying hose at en- H. Schulte. 1« cords....... ............... 2 45
G.J.Bchulte.lHcords ....................2 14
gine house No. 1,
Further, that three chairs be taken from the M. Maatenbroek, 20.r>.82 cords ...........30 13
councilroom and turned over to the chief of fire K. M. Kent, 12 11-16 cords ..... .......... 90 30
..

.....

.

next meeliog.
Lokker, chairman of committeeon streets

7

Aid.

mation whether

.

Mr. and Mrs. Goo. Berkhoff,Jr., of
Chicago, spent the week in this city,
the guests of Prof, and Mrs. H. Boers. department.
Respectfullysubmitted.
J. Chapel has returnedfrom a visit
L. Bchoon.
Committe
to Mr. and Mrs. G. C. Jones at Jeni. LOKKer,
On Fire
N. Schmid, 1 Dopartment.
son. Mr. Jones has been on the sick

)

V

.1

it

was

the

toWDBhip to Jo’ntly care for the abutment and
approaches to the iron bridge over Black river or
if

the olty

1

was to csre for that part within the olty

limitsand the township for that part within the
limits of the

Kanner,54 5-32

cords

..................76 39

Abov* ten

ges

township.
the committee on streetsand brld

Geo.

Hummer.

.

Grand Rapids. Mre. Van Duren is 94 years of age, and although
quite ill for a time, has recovered.
in

F.Guno.431-16 oords ............. ........ 5 69
H . E. Van Kampeu, 15 9-32 oords ....... 24 45
O. Van Kampen, 98 oords
...... ....... 46 40
.

J.Troost.8 2342 oords

ism:]

Bradshaw
Wednesday.

Capt. Waters of the stmr.

was

In the city

Mr. and Mre. P. Boot were in Grand
Rapids, Sunday.
Rpv. E. R. Clark, the. venerable divine. and politician of Spring Lake,

spent Monday

in

Holland.

..

Mr. and Mre.'G. W. Browning took
in the Patti entertainment at Grand

.

H. Bmit, 3 l-W oorks ...........—

B.

.....

5 10

Brouwer, 4 M6 oords .......... ......... 5 «9
B. Ten Kate, 4 7-32 oords ........ ......
581
B 84
T. Overtask, 2 11-16 oords. .....

J.

..

..

........

10

00

8.8oorda................

IB

79

W. Hseklsndsr. 6 9*32 oords .........JT. • •

10

05

J.D* Beta,

71k

oords .......

.....

R.DsW*«d,9

H, Glllet, 1 1349 oords ........... ........

J.LouW.llJHB cords
j.WlanMma.

,

• [ThefoUowinQ“personals"were miir

.

................... 5 96

7

..............* 9548 cords .....
L..
.....

1911
10

88

Detboit, Mich., F*b. 3rd, 1884
G. Dekker, » 11-18 ootds^........ ..~A- 4{I01
IV) the Honorablethe Mayor md tea Common
Allowed and wmrants ordered Hsusd on tbs
Councilor the City of Holland.
ceeor.
olty treasurerinpayment thereof

Gentlemen:—
The contract exlsttog between the

City of

lights a special

made.

Metbh rates cent per lamp per boor, or one

16 C. P.

lamp burning

1

hour.

ARC LIGHTS.

;

H. Bipp, City Clerk.

One 1800 C. P. Lamp ...................................
.

Two
Deaths.
WlLTERDINK-DUdat the borne of his cb'l-

.

She was

Also tbs following,vis:

Above 10
rate will b«

or

“ “

^
8

“

00

f.°

,>$;

Arc lamps Installedpkxe of cost to consumers Are lamps|mustb*extinguished at 10:80 1,
additionalcharge will be made for same.

K

Rules and Regulations.

Tns board

of

public works> reported tk|t at a

8 —
for the

The'compacy’sInspectors shaU have free tocees to the uremlsesat aU reasonable tirnu
purpose oFexaminlEglamps, wires, etc., or removal of the same.

Ten days loss of time on account of
sickness and a dotor bill to pay, is anything but pleasant for a manor a ramly to contemplate, whether he is a
aborer, mechanic, merchant or punisher. Jas. O. Jones, publisher of the
Leader, Mexia, Texas, was sick in bed
ten day with the grip during ite prevalence a year or two ago. Later in
BootlsntFeGold Fields.
the season he had a second attack.
It is probably not generallyknown
He says in the later case I used Chamthat there are gold fields in Scotland berlain’sCough Remedy with considThere are, however, some old work- erable success,I think onlybeing in
ings known ae the Kildonan gold bed a little over two days. •The second
fields, in the county of Sutherland, attack I am satisfiedwould have been
in the north of Scotland. The county equally as bad as the flret hot for the
council of this shire hare recently ap- use of this remedy. It should be borne
proached the owner of the ground In mind that the grip Is much the
aid asked him to allow the fields to same as a severe cola and requires
be worked by the residentpopula- precisely the same treatment. When
you wish to cure a oold quWdy
tion for a fair surface rent.
effectually give this remedy a trial.
TbePiwywtsof
25 and W cent bottles for sale by
Prayure aieea important part of wv- Heber Walsh, Holland, Mich.

PAINTS,
OILS,

VARNISHES.

BRUSHES.
Paper Hangings,
Curtains and
Decorations.

«d

age custom. The Society islanders

Jjf.

A

prayed before ahnoet every act of their

Yffl

.

Ml
k Wm

Choice and Complete As-

Clothing Sales Agent wanted for
sortment.
Holland and the Commercial ElectricCo
Holland and vicinity.Liberal (»mwe
do
not
know
Detroit, Mich., dated BepA 12th, 1883, was
er works and electriolight station! at forty dol- whether we shall live tomorrow; we misslons paid, and we furnish the best
assigned to and assumed by tbs Commercial
lars per month, and that Arthur E. HanUsw was are in Thy hand." A Bushman says: and most complete outfit ever proviElectrio Engineering Co., of Detroit, Mich., to
appointed to the Job of trimming tfc arc lights,
givens food; both hands ded by any house. . Write at once for
whom all paymentson account of said contract
terms. Send 2 or 3 references.
at two and one-half cents each, and doing tbs
full." Another tribe: “Give me to*
shall be made
snob assignment being executed
Wanamaker & Brown,
wiring and repairingat two dollars per day, subAll orders promptly filled and work
day
rice
and
yams,
gold
andraggry
Jan. 3rd, 1184.
Philadelphia, Pa.
ject to tbs approval of the common council.
neatly executed.
• Commercial ElectricComp ant,
beads, slates,richee and health; make
Also at a meeting held Febnaryfita. 1884, John
J.D. Chase, Seo’y and Tr*as
me
active and strong.” Bata savage
’
Kramer was appointedsuperintendent of 4l*cHall's Hair Rene wer enjoys the con
Aid. Dalman was excusedfrom furtherattenin hie prayers thinks neither of moraltrio light plant, subject to the sp$roval ofj the
fldence and patronage of people aU
dance at this meeting
ity ttor of a future elate. Among Vfoomtnonoooi&lL
over
the civilizedworld, who use it to
: By Aid. yUeoher.
-^4 jjSjg"
Cherokeee, Aztecs, Mayas and
Appointmentswere approved.
restore and keep the hair a natural
Betolved,taut the assignment be Placed on file,
viana, '-the rite of baptism was ai
SATISFACTION GU;
The elty treasurerreportedback epsdal asess1894, ft. H. better lives. In Guinea a
meeting bald January 18th 1894,
, fireman at tire watwas appointed,temporarily,
"O God, help ns;

daily prayer

is:

"O

-

;

'

•

,

HSI

’

and that th* same be accepted only in so far as

M

..

;

Hotel, was in the city this week, visit- dinance.— Carried.
The matter of receiving bids for fire alarm
ing his mother and other relatives.
boxes was extended to Febnary 20th, 181M
H. Van Eyck, one of the early setREPORTS OF BXLIOr COMMITTEES,
tlers of Holland township, who has
Mayor Hummer, u chairman of special combeen seriously ill at the home of his mittee on electricUghttng, reported that the
daughter,Mre. Rev. A. Stegeman at contractorsfor putting In the electric plant had
essentially completed the plant and therefore
New Holland, is improving.
recommended that psyment of one-halfon their
Mre. A. B. Helier, who has been contractbe now mads, such payment not to be
considered*a In any wny an acceptance of U»*!r
visiting her mother, Mre. A. Van Duwork.
ren, for a month, has returned to her

each

Light* burning different hours from above Bobedul* special rates will be made.

with the city attorney to inveefgato.

Adjourned.

lights 50 eta
10 P. m.

burning until

.

R.

.

ted from last week's

55

10

Refei.'ed to

Wittevsen, 31 13-42 cords ...............50 25

J.

28

10

E. G. Wittfcveen.1114 cords .. .......... 16 45
J.

fflkl

duty of the city and

Bukker. 25 7-39 cords ......
37 68 dren pear this city, in the hope of the better
Plakmeycr. 6 5-32 corps...., ........ 0 29 li:e on High, oo Saturday, Feb. 3. 189S. our dear
Aid. Vis sober called for a division of the quesN. W. Oyden. 17 7-10 cords ...............26 38 father Jan Albert Wilterdink, s^ed 91 years,
list, but is recovering.
tion ; and the list two recommendations
were
T. Atkinson, 9 9412 oords. ................. 3 19 5 months and 19 days. Father wae born Aug.
Prof. J. W. Beardslee was in Grand adopted, and In connection with the first rec- Kardux. 10 1-8 cords ................... 15 90 82,1809,at Wlnterawyk.Netherlands. He emiRapids Thursday and assisted in the ommendation the salary bills of members of J. Van Den Heuvel. 14 1 16 cords. ..... 20 70 grated to this coumry with his family in 1646,
Hose Co. No. 1 were taken up knd acted upon
dedication of the new church for Rev.
L. Nicholas.27 1-32 cords .................39 72 and arrived in tLo colony of Ds. Van Raalte
at the same time, as follows:
W . For. 17 15-16 cords ..................
20 20 May 5. 1817, where he has resided since.
J . Lamar’s congregation.
Bssolved/.thatthe bill* of the several members
H. Van Muniteren,.*)
20-32 cords ......... 7 81
Iu beha'f of the children,
of the fire department bo allowed on the basis of
Mrs. Dr. S. L. Morris of Grand RapB.Mcnster,6 cords ........ ............8 97
J. W. WlLIERDINX.
$15,00 per annnm during the time of their serids visited her many friends here this
— Basrman. 4 29-32 cords ................. 6 45
Gebtucde Taekex,
vice until the time the ordinance wae adopted by
see Wilt erdini.
week.
the guest of her which their salary was Increased to $25 per an- B. Van Lente. 15 9-16 cords .............. 23 83
J.Derksen. 8 17-32 cords ..................12 12
J. A. WlLTi.UDINK.
num, and at the advanced rate for the remainnephew Mayor Geo. P.
T. Berkompns,9 18-32 cords .............. S 63
Holland.Mich.
Ed. Williams, of Seattle, Wash., lug part of the term, tor the reason that the
Blag, 3 19-39 cords ..... ................ 5 26
councilhas no legal right to pay the salary at the
brother of the landlord of the City advanced rate prior to the adoption of said or- J. Van Daren. 6 3-16 cords ...............8 80

home

60

and bridges,stated that the highway oommlslon
er Of the township of Holland would lie infor-

L

were in the city, Thursday.

Office lights are to be
extinguished at 10 p. M.
otherwisefull rates will be
charged.

........... 2$ 78

......

......

his brother Peter J., of Grand

til 10 P. M.

bridges,to report their fludlng to the counoll at

T. Koeteler,19

each burning un-

50 cents

.

[

color.

Rapids, Thursday evening.

4

*

f

Y

Tax gold excitement in the Wichita
Johh Noonan and' Stephen Douglas
mountains near El Beno, 0. T., culwere asphyxiated by gas at Lima, O.
Two children of James Scanlon were minated in the discoverythat the alBROS., Publishers. cremated at Meadville, Pa., and their leged valuable mines had been
“salted.*'
mother may loae her mind. .
Holland, Mich.
Prick Lkk (colored) killed his wife at
PERSONAL AND POUTIOAL
Dandridge, Tenn., and was drowned
Thomas B. Ferguson, of Maryland,
while fleeingfrom a posse.
Bob Burnett (colored)was publicly was nominated for minister to Sweden
whipped at Bussell ville, Ky., for steal- and Norway by the president
Frederick Lansing,an ex-congressing meat
Important IntelligenceFrom All Part*.
Tuber thousand coal miners in the man, died at his home in Watertown,

AN EXPENSIVE EXPERIENCE.

Holland City News.

HULDER

He

News Condensed.

vicinity of Bellaire, 0., went on a N. Y., aged 55 years.
Garrett Veeder, a pioneer newsstrike on account of a reductionin
Regular SomIod.
paper man and founder of the Janeswages
from
70 to 50 cents a ton.
Tn time of the eenate on the Slit uk was
Lee Sang, a Chinese highbinder, was ville (Wis.) Recorder, died in that city.
In the dliousslonof the resolutionof
The Indiana democrats selected Innor Stewart, of Nevada,declaring that the hanged at San Quentin, Cal, for the
dianapolis os the place and August 15
of the treasury has do power to Issue murder of a fellow-countryman.
whloh bids have been invited....
Gov. Rich notifiedthe Michigan as the date for holding the state conhouse the Income tax bill waa placed aa
board
of canvassers that they must re- vention.
the tariff bill by a vote of 17* to M.
George W. Childs, editor of the Phil
day waa apent in the consideration sign or submit to being removed.
its whleh were offered to the vaJames Arnold, the South Whitley adelphia Ledger and widely known as a
iternal-revenue features. An ameud(Ind.) banker who swindled hundreds philanthropist,died at his home in that
i increasing the tax on whiaky from ninety
of
farmers out of their savings, is a city after an illness of two weeks, aged,
to one dollar waa adopted
65 years.
seealon of the senate on the 1st was oo- fugitive.
Mrs. Mart Wray celebrated her 102d
1 In dia
discussing the legalityof the bond
The state board of health estimates
the house the Wilson tariff bill,
that there were 128,500 deaths in the birthday at Fairbury, III Five generthe income tax incorporated,was passed
state of New York during the year ations were present, representing247
i vote of 8)4 to MU
All the republican mom1808. This is 2,200 less than occurred years.
I eighteen democrats and one populist
Mrs. Louisa R. Kent, widow of a
d against the measure.
the year previous
iho senate
sen a
on the 2nd notice waa given of
Burglars stole 91 1,000 from the safe colonel in the war of 1812, died at Chiits to the house tariff bill providing
of the Arkadelphta Lumber company cago. She was 1*4 years old.

CONGRESSIONAL-

i

I

i

Btodeot of Vlvtsoctlon Who Vlsltod Af.
, riot and Acquired Coctlj Knowledge.

Wheeler^

Heart
Verve

&

HUIZINGA,

coinage of silverbullionfor the benefit
Morton 8. Wilkinson, who served
and repealing all acta authoricing at Dalark, Ark.
the United States senate from
f of bonds. The legality of the recent
Archie Dailkt
convicted at
i waa dlaousaedAdjourned to the Ath.
Lebanon, Ky., of the murder of George 1859 to 1865, died at the home of his
i bouse a resolutionwas favorably re*
Eedd last November, and the jury fixed daughter in Wells, Minn., aged 75 years.
i to amend the constitution
ro as to limit
Frederick M. Somers, editor of Curof offlee of the Judges of the supreme his penalty at ninety-nineyears in
into the doctor’s tent and delivered a
rent Literature,published
courts to ten years. The debate on prison.
little
address at the point of two
iwaliaa matter began under a special
murdered York, died at Southampton the day
pistols.
ho had concluded the
• which will bring it to a vote on the Ath.
i

in

was

i

in New

George Hurst, who

waa not in sessionon the ad.... In
the time was moetly occupied In dia*
Hawaiian affairsMr. Bland Intro> bill providing for the coinage of silver
tn the treasury.
4
bouse bill to repeal the federalelection
Paws occupied the time of the eenata on the Ath
i** In the house Mr. Warner (dem, H Y.) In! a Wll for an elastic currency, The
resolution waa discussed at length.
vas tigs lion of Judge Jenkins
i* action In
ite

>

m
m

*—

lip

Charles Cage at Neeley, Neb., waa after arrivalfrom America.
taken from jail by a mob and lynched.
Gen. Lewis Richmond, prominent in
Rev. D. C. Coox, pastor of the Col- the rebellion and later in officialcirored Baptist church at Fayetteville, cles, died at Flushing,L I., aged lO
Tena, and oneof the most prominent years.
among the preachers and teachers oi
A. H. Buckner died at his home in
his race, was shot dead by some one un- Mexico, Mo. He was representative
known.
from the Seventh Missouri district in
Lxibman Bros., of Brooklyn, N. Y., the Forty-third, Forty- fourth and For-

_

dry goods dealers,failed for 1400,000,
ty-fifth congresses.
Northern Padflo employee from
A Lutheran minister at Oshkosh,
was asked for. A report from BecreFOREIGN.
t showed that about 8,01,097men
Wia, has barred out of his church all
available for military duty In tbs United members of labor unions.
The schooner Gertie E. Foster, of
Many negroes about Monroe, La., Gloucester, Mass., struck on the rocks
have been swindled by an oil war- at Liverpool, N. S., and five sailors
DOftiesna

L,

I Thxoiwrk I’auht A

Co.,

importers of ranted to take the kinks out of

jglaaswsre in New York for forty years,
psiled for flOO.OOa
t Oooktxrfeithllver dollars,made of
bore silver and of a quality better than
M* genuine, were afloat in Cincinnati
At the preaent price of ailver a dollar
in be made for foity-five cents.
Jamks F. Clark, caahler, confessed
that hs blew the safe of the Ellaville
(Ga.) bank, having previoualy taken
money, about 17,000.
the money.
A bill to prevent and punish prize
hting in Iowa was passed by the
house of the legislature. (
Prach buds were killed ia southern
by the recent cold wave. Lees
one- twentieth escaped.

.

iir

mm'

hair.

were drowned.
, The great silk stores of Favre &
Gate Lioux In Lyons, France, were burned,

their

A tornado wrecked a church at
City, Ala., and four persons were killed causing a loss of 1,500,000 franca
and many others were Injured.
I’lieas DuFBEuas shot and killed his
Pittsbubg,Kan., was excited oyer married sister, Mrs. Brunetin. and then
another murder, a woman, the seveffttf fatally shot himself in Montreal
during the months of January and FebDr. J. F. Habtigan, the United States
9
consul at Trieste,Austria, died of heart
Buck Young, a Casey ville (Ky.) mu- trouble.
latto charged with assault was, flogged
During a fierce riot at Santiago,
and tarred and feathered by white Chili, five men, supposed to be partisans
capo.
of Balmaceda,were killed.

ruary.
•

Two hundred negro convertswere

baptised through a hole cut in the canal ice at Indianapolis,Ind.
The Nashville(Tenn.) Electric railway made an assignment with liabilAt a party in Decatur, III. Maggie ities of 9000,000
Fortt-six head of valuable horse*
ruelock killed David Lambert, her
veetheart, with a revolver supposed were cremated by an incendiary fire
that destroyed the barns of Henry C.
»be unloaded.
A axw trotting circuit, including Mil- Ireland near Chlllloothe,
Patrick Phillips shot at a bnrglai
twaukse, Independence and six other
cltiea, was formed in Mason at Denver, Col, and killed his wife.
Mbs. Colfax, of South Bend, Ind.,
widow of the former vice president,
1 Dbtsotise Chablm Abado was shot
llesa
‘and killed by Officer John A. Bacon as said to be praotio&llypennl

Ma

te"

SSr-*4”
Amur

When

doctor passed over his ducats and the
Clothing Gleaned
chief passed over the border along
with his renegade band. They helped
— AT—
themselves to the supplies that suited
their artlessand unenlightenedtastes.
Sclieerhoom &
The doctor came back without a retRiver near 9th
inue and with a deal of experience
that will never appear in a medical
work.

1891.

.

Repaired

St.

Imi.. on receipt of price, fl per bottle,or six
bottles
express prepaid. They »ue
free from all
ail opiates and dangeroufl
daugcro drugs.

for

THE USES OF TALC.

A

Material

ot Which Bat LlttU

1*

Sold by all druggists.

Known.
Few realize how useful talc has become, now that it is mined at many
points from New Y’ork to Alabama.
Being thoroughlyincombustible,it is
of great value in the manufacture of
fireproof wall-paper,paper window
curtains,etc. Even in its crude state
Business.
it has a very oily “feel,” and is found
We call the attention of all
to yield one of tho best lubricants
known. Mixed with common grades the ladies in Holland and viof soap, it makes them as pleasantto
the touch as the choicest brands, ren- cinity to our new stock of
dering the skin smooth and soft, although entirely without any cleaning
qualities. It is also largely used in the
manufacture of patent wall plaster, in
which its addition gives a smooth,
Fancy Goods. Also a
glossy finish to walls and ceilings that
nice line of
no other substance lends. Talc powder,

Pall Season.
1893--94.

Ready For

CAN

I

OBTAIN A PATENT? fora

experlenoeIn the patent bu.-meu. Cotumunlc*Uona strictlyconfidential.
A Handbook of Informationconcerning Patella and bow to 6btain them sent free.i. _____________
„
Also a catalogue
of meehanleal and adentltto books sent fraeTH
Patents taken throuiih Morn A Co. reed re
pedal notice In tba HelentlflcAmerican, and
thus are brought widely beforethe public without cost to tho iBventpr.^MMBlMiife^^H
Iwued *
I

The steamship Mariposa arrived at
Auckland,New Zealand,from Hawaii
with advices up to January 20. She reported that affairs on the island were
unchanged. The general sentiment
ooplea, 38 cents. Every number
among the people was to await the duly refined,Is exquisitelysoft and fine
liful Plates, in colors, and phouyraphs of new
grained. Hence it makes an excellent
action of congress.
booees. with plana, enablingbulldors to show the
infant powder, softening the tenderest
Fifty-two farms near Neisse, in PrusOU, Nxw York, 301 Bboadwat.
skin and preventing chafing, irritation,
sian Silesia,were swept by fire, the
or even “prickly heat," as will no other Fascinators,
Yarns
damage being placed at 2,000,000
substance. So, too, it makes an unsurmarks.
etc.
Call
and
see
us
before
passed molding sand for casting metals
In a conversation with Explorer
I
in, both its fireproof and fire-grained purchasing elsewhere.
Peters Emperor William,of Germany
We will pay the above reward for any case of
qualities being very valuable in fine
said he had “long desired to see the
Liver Complaint Dyspepsia, Sick hesdache. Inwork. Mixed with rubber, it renders
digestionConstipation,or CosUve oeaa we cannot
great American republia"
J. B.
cure with Dr. West’s VegetableLiver Pills,
it more elastic and less liable to crack.
Johnson skated 220 yards at Montreal
when the directions are rtrlctly compiled with.
From it is also made the “French
They are purely Vegetable,and never fall to give
Can., in 20 8-5 seconds, lowering the
chalk” used by tailors,and shoe-deal- Eigkth St., two doors west of City Hotel. satisfaction. Sugar (vatod. Large boxes 25o.
record for that distance.
Beware of counterfeits and Imitations. The
ers use it in the powdered form to coax
gennlne manufacnm • only by THE JOHN 0.
Auguste Vaillant,the anarchist a No. 9 foot into a No. 6 shoe. The
WEST CO.. Chics g
21-1
condemned to death for throwing a richest talc mines are now being
bomb In the chamber of deputies in
worked in Cherokee county, N. C.,
Paris, was guillotinedat the prison de
where it is found in leaves and scales,
la Roquette.
very much like slate; it is easUy mined
In a collision between British and
with ordinary tools, and can be sawed
French troops in the Sofa country six
or even broken by hand. It has brought
of the latter were killed.
as high as six hundred dollars per car-

and

Fancy

$500 REWARD

GROSE,

Mr§

.

III.

LOKK&R & RUTGERS

•

m
m

talned opiates which
15tf ous to mo; but on bell
gist that It was perfectly harmless, _
,
ued It together with the Heart Cure. Today
lean conscientiously say that Dr. Miles' Restorative Nervine and Now Heart Cure did
and
more for me than any tiling I had ever taken.
I had been treated by eminent physicians
In New York and San Franciscowithoutbenfit. I owe my present good health to the
Kloosterman, Judicious use of these most valuable remedies,
and heartily recommend them to all afflicted
1 was."-Capt.A. P. Loud, Hampden, Me.
Holland. asDr.
Miles’ Restorative Nervine and New Cure
are sold by all dru^glsts^on a iwaUlve^uartin-

Holland,Mich., May 6,

HOLLAND, MICH.

&

I

De Keyzer,

brawl in Chicago.
Walter Johnson, of Gloucester,
, Gov. Matthxwb announced that un- Mass., shot Miss Carrie Andrews and
fder no dreumstanoes would he permit himself on account of a love affair.
fighting in Indiana.
Ives beat Schaefer in the final bil1
Dl
Judsov, an extensive glove liard game of the Cincinnati tourney by
imamifaetarer at OloversvilK K. Y., a score of 600 to 484.
flailed for I860, OOd
Fobtt Chicago men and several
Stbokbxl, the murderer of women met to organise a “Christian
(John Marshall of Huntingdon,Tenn., Federation" church. Prohibition is the
[Waa executed. He confessed his crime 'basia.
ion the gallows.
Incandescent lights started a blaze
“Pbot.” Labs Aruxmox, alleged in Omaha, Neb., which did about 9300,- Admiral da Gama gave forty-eight
load at the market
ppirit medium, wae driven from South 00$ worth of d&maga
hours’ notice of his intention to block(Charlestown, G, bad eggs accelerating
Part of the business portion of Glas ade the port of Rio de Janeira
STRANGELY CHRISTENED.
departure.
Us den
gow, Ma, was destroyed by fire.
LATER.
Some InaUncee of the Queer Name* Glvtfn
W. Y. Walkkb, a prominent buainees
The visible supply of grain in the
to Negro Children.
A bill was introduced in the United
(man at Jackson, Ma, and his wife died United States on the 6th was: Wheat,
It is nothing new that the colored
jfrom the effects of poison placed in 79,808,000 bushels*corn. 15,852,000 bush- States senate on the 6th to repeal al 1
(their coffee at supper in some mysteri- els; oats, 4,068,000bushels; rye, 662,000 laws which have been enacted relating people of the south are as fond of large
to the coinage or nse of silver since names as of bright colors, but the St
lous manner.
bushels; barley, 1,804.000 bushela
January l 1873 and to reenact all laws Louis Globe-Democrat furnishestwo
CoHNBcncur'sboard of world’s fab
Officials at Lebanon, Ind., rescued
{managers reported that there was a net Frank Hall, who assaulted Mrs. Akers, relating to silver in force previous to or three new and comical examples.
The writer says: v
{balance of 94,000 out of the state’s 970,from a mob which had prepared tc that date. The house bill to repeal the
I knew an old negro in Tennessee
federal election law was further dis•000 appropriation.
hang him.
cussed. In the house the Hawaiian who rejoices in the name of Niagara
Louis Scbxackxxbubo, IT years old,
John Hart was con vie ted of the murdebate was concluded, but the McCreary Falls. His companions have shortened
lost his eyesight by an accident while
der of his sisters at Rookford, 111, and
resolutionindorsing the acta of the ad- it to Nigger Falls, but he was really
{hunting near Scdalia, Mo.
sentenced to death.
A slkjqb containingstudents waa A Blocs of flve-etory buildingsin ministration was not passed because of christened after the great cataract
the failureof the democratsto secure a
I also knew a colored woman who
tatroek by a train at a grads crossing
the heart of the wholesale district oi
{near Fall Elver, Maaa, and Brooke Savannah,Ga, waa burned, the loss be- quorum when a vote was taken upon it. proudly tells you that her name is
Borden, Bay Thornton and Orson Swift ing 9870,000.
L. Schofield, the first man to make Virginia Georgia Alabama South.
‘were killed.
iron rails in the south, died near Chatr Another, who enjoys the cognomen of
After attempting to kill his wife
Amanda June Day is a school-teacher,
Six children of George Robinson, aged because she refiuedV'lndorse a cheek tanooga, Tenn., aged 80 years.
(from 4 to 14 yean, died of diphtheria at Godfrey May, a Latrobe (Pa.) dry Twenty-one pupils seven of them and signs her name A. June Day.
In a Mississippi town 1 was passing
Embry Church, la.
l girls, were suspended from the Mount
The sizes
goods merchant, put a bullet througr
The big warehouse of the Felix A hU heart.
Horeb (Wia) academy for attending a along a side street, when a coal-black
negress came out of a door shouting:
[Man ton Willow Ware company in CblAn extension of the midwinter fair masked ball
*cago and several other buildings were
Harry
Watkins,
one
of
the oldest “Glory! Glory Hallelujah!” I thought
in San Francisco to July 81. one month
(destroyedby fire, tho total loss being beyond the time agreed on, was made. actors on the American stage, died at she was crazy, and stopped to see what
she would do next
{$160,000.
his home in New York.
Instructions to prevent entry oi
She looked around a moment, and
Edward and Patrick Toole probably
President Peixoto has offered parwhites on the Red Cliffe reservation
ly cut Joseph Badelle at Brazil,
don to privatesoldiers or sailors of the then repeated her call, louder than behave been received at the Ashland
who prevented them killing their
insurgentforces in Brazil who apply fore. This, time I heard the answer
(Wia) land office.
from behind a fence.
for clemency within sixty dnya
A wholesale traffic in the bodies of
“Yore I is, ma'am. What yo’ want?"
Thx Indiana supreme court has deAfter years of labor to solve tho
the pauper dead is believed to have
“Nebbcr you min’ what I want; yon
cided against the lumber combine of
perpetual motion problem Charles
been discovered in Milwaukee.
come here,”
rt&at state, declaring it must not restrict
Heins hanged himself in New York.
Mrs. Southwall,an aged woman,
The funeral of George W. Childs Immediatelythere appeared from
and Thomas Cape were shot and killed
All the silver in the treasury vaults
took place In Philadelphia, and after behind the fence one of the blackest
near Forest City, Ark., by an unknown
mt Washington most be recounted be.
Impressive services the remains were piccaninnies I ever saw, and on inquiry
assassin
(cause of the petty thefts of a messenplaced in Woodland cemetery.
I learned that his name was Glory
John Garrett celebrated his 101st
ger.
While attemptingto save herS-year- HallelujahJones.
William Schaeffer and Harry birthday at Martin, Ky., by drinking a old sister a 6-year-old heroine at Guthquart of whisky and was in a dying
Utility of tbo Cycle.
ffieoatbe,clerks for a New York real
rie, 0. T„ was fatallyburned.
condition.
“We have all seen men run for a
estate agent, confessed to stealing
Georoe Gillis, a lawyer at Double
Horner
Roberts, well-known
•90,000.'
Springs, Ala., fell headlong into a train," said a traveler; “the other day
river coal operators al Pittsburgh, Pa.,
Faxkxrs near Westerville, (X, startgrave while acting as pallbearer and I saw a man make a break for one on a
bicycle.We had halted at a station
ad a movement to subscribe money to failed for 9150,000.
Officer Albert Lanahan, of the was killed.
relieve the country if congress will at
Two
killed, two fatally and two from which a straight,level road ran
Philadelphiapoliee force, committed
DAOS adjourn.
serionslyhart in the family of Louis back at a right angle to the railroad.
•uidde
after killing his wife. Nooanse
Tom Nklsox established a reputation
Kuehlers was the result of a natural At a considerable distance up that road
Was known.
we saw a man coming on a bicycle. A
In New York as the champion oyster
gas explosion at Indianapolia
Gold was discovered near Ottumwa,
•tier of tb* world by swallowing150 of
Returns from all parte of Ontario, man afoot oonldnt have got anywhere
la., and experts pronounced it of fine
'the largest bivalves In as many mingiving the vote on the recent prohibi- near os from that distance, and it
quality.
tion plebiscite, show a total majority in didn't seem as though the man on the
Mbs. Mart Huffman, a well-known
wheel oonld get within rods of ns, but
Sbcbbtabt Hbbbsvt, of the navy,
favor of prohibition of 81,788.
woman at Sabina, 0, retired in the
in to Admiral Benham
In a quarrel at Pittsburgh,Pa., he came down the street whizzing.evening apparentlyas wall as usual,
him upon his sotfon in
Charles Messner, 21 ye&rs old, fatally When he had got about half thedberlcan Interests in the and the next morning wee found dead shot his stepmother and then killed tanoe the conductorgave the signal t6
in bed, se she had predictedseveral
start, and the engineer sounded the
at Bio.de Janeiro
himselt
The exchanges the leading clear- days before.
Andrew Pikkabien,a Ruaaian Finn, whistle and started the train. It was
TH* paper ooiTency outstandingto
.(Oi hanged at Ewen, {Via, by indig, astonishing how fast the man on the
the country January 91 wae 91,187,•
nant residents for an assault upon a wheel was coming now. There was a
040,281, less 81000,000 estimated to have
broad level space around the station.
9940.117,507 the prechild.
been destroyed by flra
Colored people who establisheda The bicyclist, swept over this in a great
W. A. Btan, the postmaster at Van
colony in Marlboro* township, 0., two curve that landed him alongside the
Horn, la, committed suicide rather
years aga have returned to Virginia 5. baggage car. Dismounting, he lifted
ti^an submit his accounts to a post office
A. J. McLaukin, of Bankin county, bis wheel up to the 'waitinghands of
inspector for examination.
was nominatedfor United States sen- the baggigemaftter;a fractionof a
The carnival season et New Orleans
ator by the democratic caucus of the second later the step* of the Bret paswas opened In a blase of glory with
Mississippi ^legislature on the Mxty senger chV came along and the bicyclist
stepped aboard. a winner."
teventh ballot
(the result of a saloon

B

ADIROXM

One of the most curious expeditions
TRADI MARK
ever planned by man was that once undertaken by Dr. J. A. Bunting, of
Portland, says the Lewistown (Me.)
Journal. During all his life he had
been a close student of the philosophy
> AND
of digestion,and for the pnrpose of his
investigationshe had that remarkable
Canadian, Alexis St- Martin, in bis
care for twenty years. In order to
Will Fositlvfllj Cor
clinch matters and provide facts for Heart disease.
NERVOUS PBOBTHATION.
some of the doubting Thomases, Dr.
SLEEPLkHHNESS,AND
Bunting cast about for some one else
All Derangemcnta of the Nervoni Syatetn,
upon whom ho might continue to exUNEXCELLEDFOB INFANTS.
periment. He could think of but one A blosaed boon for tired Mothers and Beatlesa
plan, and that was to go into Africa, Bsbiea.
Purely vegetable,guaranteed free from opiates
buy two slaves and operate upon their
100 foil size doses 00 cents.
stomachs. By opening the body near
PREPARED BY
the fifth rib and perforating the
SAILED THE SEAS 38 YEARS.
stomach a condition could be produced
Wheeler
Fnller Medieiiie Co.
similar to that existing in the case of
CEDAR SPRINGS. MICH,
St. Martin. Thereforethe doctor purOne of His Experiences.
Sold by HEBER WALSH, and MARTIN A
chased his supplies and sailed across
For thlrty-claht years Capt. Loud followed
Holland, Mlob.
.........
tbo
us master of a ve»tno Res,
sea, most of
or that time
tn
to Tunis in tho north of Africa. There
51 iv
sel, and upon retiring from Iho water was aphe hired a native chief with forty of
pointed by the Secretary of the United States
Treasury to superintend the seal fisheries lu
his followers, paying them a liberal
which position he held five years. Be
Newspapers and Periodicals Alaska,
retaining fee and promisingthem alrelates one experienceas follows:
"For soveraiyearsI had been troubled with
luring largess when the trip should be
Can be obtained at reduced rates of
ended. They set forth. The doctor
the local agent in this -cltv. Leave
carried $5,000 In his inside pocket, and
your orders for any publication in the time to obtain rest and sleep. Having seen
the chief probably lay awake four
U. S. or Canada at the PostOflice, with Dr. Miles’ remediesadvertised I began using
nights thinking about the matter. At
Nervine. After taking a small (juantltyUie
any rate on the fifth night he sneaked
G.
lively ____
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Probate Order.
and pours the sunlight of pardon
harps and peaod upon the soul. Oh, my
STATE OF MIGH1GA.N,
COUKTT or OTTAWA. f
•• t
to thrum, or trumpets to peal forth the friend,I wish we could feel itmbre and
At a MMioB of tb* Probat# Court for
praises
of
this
One
altogether
fair.
Ob,
more,
that
if any good is done it is by
Eev. Dr. Talmaffe Repeats the Dithou flower of eternity,thy breath is the power of God’s omnipotent spirit
vine Invitation.
of
the perfume of Heavenl Oh, blissful I do not know what hymn may bring
Friday, the Seoond day of February, In tb# year
during the holiday BeaBOD, gO tO
daybreak, let all people clap their you to Jesus. I do not know what
on# thousand eight hundred and ninety four.
-Com* For AH Things Am Now Bondi" hands in thy radiance! Chorus! words of the Scripture lesson I read may
Preient JOHN V.B. GOODRICH, Judge of Pro—A Bidding to the Greet end
.HANDY
FARM
TRUCK.
Come, men. and saints, and cherubim, save your soul. Perhaps the spirit of
Glorious Fenst of Jesus'
and seraphim, and arcahangel—all God may hurl the very text into your Diagram Explain lag Bow One One Be Id tb# matter of tb#Mtat#of Jacob WInegar,
UnboundedLot*.
heights, aU depths, all immensities. heart: “Come, for all things are now
Belli (or a Few Dollar*.
doetaMd.
Chorus! Roll Him through the heavens ready.”
The cost of the manufactured low- On reading and fillDgthe petition, duly verified
Again, the angels of God are ready. down trucks has prevented many farm- of Jama# Brandt,ex#outorof tb# will andjMtata of
The following sermon on the subject in a chariot of universal acclaim, over
of “Festivity” was delivered by Rev. bridges of hosannas, under arches of A great inay Christians think that the ers from purchasing and using them. old deceased, praying for the loanee of thli
T. DeWitt Talmage in the Blooklyn coronation, along by the great towers talk about angels is fanciful You say The one shown In the Illustration, from court to call certainland belonging to taid dechiming with eternal jubilee. Chorus! it is a very good subject for theological a sketch by J. H. Brown, of Michigan, ceased,in laid petition described, for purpotet
tabernacle, being based on the text:
And make
“Unto Him who hath loved us, and students who have just begun to ser- is cheaply made, costing about four therein cat forth.
Come, for all things are now ready.-Luke,
your selection from a Beautiful Line
washed us from our sins, in H’S own monize; but for older men it is hnprop- dollars for iron, lumber and blacksmith Thereuponit is ordered, That Tuesday,the
xlv.. 17.
of Ladies’ embroidered handkerchief
Sixth (tou Of March next,
blood, to Him be glory, world without er. There is no more proof in Bible that work. The diagrams explain every
It was one of the most exciting times
at ton o’clockin the forenoon.beassigned for
there is a God than there are angels. point so thoroughly that any farmer
end!”
in English history when Queen Elizattie hearing of said petition, and that the bain at
I have a word of five letters, but no Why, do not they swarm about Ja- with a few tools can easily make it
beth visitedLord Leicester *at Kenillaw of said deceased and all other persons Intersheet white enough on which to write cob’s latter? Are we not told that The frame is made of 4x4 Inch and 2x4
ested In said estat# are required to appear at a
worth castle. The moment of her arAlso a fine
they conductedLazarus upward? that inch seasoned white oak. The wheels
it, and no pen good enough with which
rival was considered so important that
sessionof said Court, then to beholden
I nHanrfmrn* rw,*-! urAnr
to inscribe it Give mo the fairest they stand before the throne, their may be taken from two old mowers, Probate Offlo# in the City of Grand Haven, ta assortmnit, of LOlta Wear.
all the clocks of the castle were
leaf from the Heavenly records— give faces covered up with their wing, while those used on the rear axle being some- said county,and show cause, if any there be,
stopped, so that the hands might point
Fascinators, from 25o up to 11.50.
me the pencil with which the angel they cry: “Holy, holy, is the Lord
why tho prayer of the petitionershould not be
to that one moment as being the most
records His victory— and then, with God Almighty!” Did not David see
grunted : And it is further Ordered, That taid
Infants’ Silk and Woolen Hoods.
significantof all. She was greeted to
my hand strung to supernatural thousands and thousands? Did not
petitionergive noUco to the persons interested
the gate with floating islands, and
ecstasy, and my pen dipped in the light one angel slay one hundred and eightyin said estate, of the pendency of said petition,
torches, and the thunder of cannon,
and the hearing thereof,by causing a copy of
of the morning, I will write out in five thousand men in Senacherib’s
and fireworks that set the night
this order to be published in the BOLUJm Citt
capitals of love: “J-E-S-U-S."It Is army? And shall they not be the chief
ablaze, and a great burst of music that
Nkwb, a newspaper printed and circulated in
Our Lind Of
this One, infinitelyfair, to whom you hahresters at the judgment?
lifted the whole scene into a perfect
said county of Ottawa for thre# successiveweeks Hosiery 18 tho IHOSt Complete lathe
There is a line of loving, holy,
enchantment Then she was intro- are invited. Christ is waiting for you;
previous to said day of
waiting as a banqueter waits for the mighty angels reaching to Heaven. I
duced in a dining-hall,the luxuries of
(A true copy, Attest.)
delayed guest— the meats smoking, the suppose they reach from here to the
which astonished the world; four hunJOHN V. H. GOODRICH,
beakers brimming, the minstrels with very gate, and when an audience is asdred servants waited upon the guests;
Judge of Probate.
finger on the stiff string,waiting for sembled for the Christian worship the
the entertainment cost five thousand
Mineu
P. Goodbicu,
the clash of the hoofs at the gateway! air is full of them. If each one of you
dollarseach day. Lord Leicester made
Probate
Step til li
Waiting for you as a mother waits for have a guardian angel, how many cethat great supper in Kenilworthcastle.
her son, who went off ten years ago, lestials there are here. They crowd
you
pass
by, and wo will be glnd,Qv_
Cardinal Wolsey entertained the
Commissionerson Claims.
dragging her bleeding heart along the place, they hover, they flit about,
show you our goods.
French ambassadors at Hampton
8TATE0FMICHIGAN,Irwith him. Waiting!0! give me a com- they rejoice. Look, that spirit is just
OOTOTV OV OTTAWA.
court. The best cooks in all the land
parison intense enough, hot enough, come from the throne. A moment
FRAME FOR FARM TRUCK.
Estate of Jacob F. Dyk deceased.
prepared for the banquet; purveyors
importunate enough to express my ago it stood before Christ and heard
The undersigned bav lag been
went out and traveled all the kingdom
meaning— something high as Heaven the doxology of the glorified. Look! what the larger and stronger. The the Judge ofl’robat# of said County,
over to find spoils for the table. The
steel shafts from the same mowers may Blowerson Claims in the matter of bald estate,
and deep as hell and long as eternity. Bright immortal, what news from the
and six months from the Twelfth day of Janutime came. The guests were kept durbe cut and made Into stub axles, bolted ary, A. D. 18W, having been allowed by the
Not hoping that you can help me with golden city! Speak, spirit blest! The
ing the day hunting in the king’s park,
on each end of the 4x4 inch oak axles. Judge of Probate to all peraona bolding olaima
such a comparison,I will say: “He is response comes melting on the air:
against said estate, in wbiob to proaent the!
so that their appetites might be keen;
Collars are to be put on, holes drilled,
olaima to ua for examination aud adjustment:
waiting as only the all-sympathetic
Come for all things are now ready!"
and then, in the evening, to the sound
and
cap
washers made to hold the Notice is hereby given,that we will meet oi Wehavejuit opened buaineaa In the akwlafrChrist can wait for the coming back of Angels ready to bear the tidiqgs,
marly occupied by Dr. Wm. Van Fatten
of the trumpeters, they were introwheels In place. The axle c, above, is Saturday,the Tblrtyflrstday ol March, A. D
a lost soul.”
and on Tnunday the Twelfth day of July.
angels ready to drop the benediction,
and have all the leading Patduced into a hall hung with silk and
two
feet
nine
Inche^long;
axle
6 four 1894. at ten o.olook e. m. of each dev, at th«
Bow tho knee and kiss the Bon,
angels ready to kindle they joy.
ent Mxnicnxa,
0 Poet in the City of Holland, In
cloth of gold, and there were tables afeet three inches long. The reach a la
Come, and welcome, sinner; come.
receiveand examine such olein
They
have stood in glory— they 4x4 Inches by ten and one-half feet
glitter with imperial plate, and laden
Again, the Holy Spirit is ready. Why
know all about it They have felt long. It rests on top of the front axle,
with the rarest of meats, and a-blush is it that so many sermons drop dead
Complete Stock of Fire Drugs!
with the costliest wines; and when —that Christian songs do not get their the joy that is felt where there are no and a hammer strap, p, b61ow, runs untears and no graves; immortal health,
the second course of the feast came, it wing under the people— that so often
derneath. A kingbolt, one Inch ip
was found that the articles of food had prayer goes no higher than a hunter’s but no invalidism;songs, but no diameter, runs through all three, holdgroans; wedding bells, but no funeral
been fashioned into the shape of men, “helloa?" It is because there is a link
ing Jkem securely In place. About General Repair
Wines
Liquors,
torches— eyes that never weep— hands
birds and beasts,and groups dancing, wanting— the work of the Holy Spirit
one-half Inch la cut out of both rear
Persons desiring any repairingdone
and jousting parties riding against Unless that spirit give grappling hooks that never blister— heads -'that never axle and reach, at their intersection, In the line of Sewing Machines, Guns,
for Medicinal Purposes.
faint-hearts
that
never
breakeach other with lances. Lords, and to a serraen, and lift the prayer, and
making a tight, square joint A Locks, Umbrellas,or small machinery
friendships that are never weakened.
princes, and ambassadors,out of the waft the song, everything is a dead
one-half Inch bolt Is put through the
Ready, all of them! Ready thrones, center. The reach projectsthree feet o ath(! k work* * Shop
3 ToiMArtW* 8p«ngM.nd(!b.a.il«SkiW
cups filled to the brim, drank the failure. That spirit is willing to
health, first of the king of England, come at our call and lead you principalities and powers; ready back of the rear axle. The crosspieces American Hotel, one door west of C.
and next of the king of France. Car- to eternal life; or ready to come with seraphim and cherubim! Ready, d, 2x4 inch by four feet six inches long, Blom’s bakery, Eighth Street.
DU101D DIES, ETC., ETC.
John F. Zalbman.
dinal Wolsey prepared that great sup- the same power with which He un- Michael, the archangel!
are next bolted on at right angles to
If I have shown you that “all things reach. Two pieces, s, above, are next
Holland, Mich., Nov. 10, 1893.
per in Hampton
horsed Saul on tho Damascus turnpike,
Specialattentiongiven to the oireful oompounA*
But I have to tell you of a grander and broke down Lydia in her fine are ready," that Christ is ready, that laid on top of the three crosspieces,d,
ing of pmorlphoni
entertainment 'My Lord, the King, is store, and lifted the three thousand the Holy Spirit is ready, that the and bolted about four inches from the
the banqueter. Angels are the cup- from midnight into midnoon at the church is ready, that the angels in ends. This leaves room for mortices,
bearers. All the redeemed are the PentecostWith that power the spirit glory are ready, that your glorified /, to be made for stakes. Now level
Finest Brands of Cigars.
guests. The halls of eternal love, fres- of God now beats at the gate of your kindred are ready, then with all the up the frame and measure for the
When
Baby was sick, we gave her Castoris.
concentrated
emphasis
of
ray
soul,
coed with light, and paved with joy, soul. Have you not noticed what
braces, ». These are made of flat
45V For the aooommodaUon of the pnbUo
and curtainedwith unfading beauty, homely and insignificantinstrumental- I ask you if you are ready? You Iron bars one-half by one-fourth Inches. When she was a Child, tho cried for Castoria.
we have put in a foil (apply of stamps,
When she became Mias, she clung to Castoria,
are the banqueting place. The har- ity the spirit of God employs for man’s see my subject throws the whole This stiffens tho whole frame and
postal cards and wrappen.
monies of eternity are the music. The conversion? There was a man on a Hud- responsibilityupon yourself. If makes the platform solid. It also pre- When she had Children, she gave them Castoris.
chalicesof Heaven are the plate, and I sou river boat to whoip a tract was of- you do not get into the King's banquet vents the front end of the platform
I/.
am one of the servantscoming out fered. With indignation he tore it up and it is because you do not accept the in- from twisting.A truss rod may be put
with both hands filled with invita- threw it overboard. But one fragment vitation. You have the most impor- tuider the reach, but long experience
tions, scattering them everywhere; lodged on his coatsleeve; and he saw tunate invitation. Two armaatretched finds no need of it About three-fifths
and, Oh! that for yourselves,you might on it the word “eternity;" and he down from the cross, soaked in blood of the load rests on the rear wheels
break the seal of the Invitation and found no peace until he was prepared from elbow to finger-tip:two lips quiv- The outside pieces,4,8x4 inches, are
read the words written in red ink of for that great future. Do you know ering in mortal anguish; two eyes bolted ou edgewise.Bide boards should
blood by the tremuloushand of a dy- what passage it was that caused Mar- beaming with infinite love, saying: rest on top of these pieces and against
ing Christ: “Come now, for all things tin Luther to see the truth? “The “Come, come*, for all things are now the stakes/. The stakes may be raised
are ready.’
foil length when hauling rails, and
just shall live by faith." Do you ready.”
I told you that when the queen came lowered when not in uss At right is
There have been grand entertain- know there is one— just one— passage
Piles ot every nature and dsnon. It makes sa
ments where was a taking off— the that brought Augustine from a life to Kenilworth castle, they stopped all shown one corner of platform; v shows
operationwift the knife or InjintioM of oarbollo
acid, which art painful and seldom a permanent
wine gave out, or the servants were of dissipation?“Put ye on the Lord the clocks, that the finger of time the two clamps, made of bolts with
rebellious, or the lights failed. But I Jesus Christ,and make no provision might be pointed to that happy mo- beads cut off, and curved around to
have gone all around about this subject for the flesh to fulfillthe lusts thereof.” ment of her arrival Oh! if the King hold the stake. The lower clamp holds
and looked at the redemptionwhich It was just one passage that converted would come to the castle of your soul, the stake in position. The upper clamp
Christ has provided, and I come here Hedley Vicars, the great soldier, to you might well afford to stop all is to hold the side board when needed;
to tell you it is complete, and I swing Christ: “The blood of Jesus Christ the clocks, that the hands might x represents the flooring, 1 inch thick.
open the door of the feast, telling you cleanseth from all sin." Do you know forever point to this moment as Tho platformof this track is 7K f**t
end BLOOD PURIFIER, Small, mild and pleasant to tsk*. especiallyaaepted for childrens ass.
that the Holy Spirit ased one passage the one most bright, most blessed, long and 4 feet 2 inches wide. As made,
that “all things are now ready.”
SO Doses 2ft eants.
In tht first place* I have to announce of Scripture to save Jonathan Ed- most tremendous. Now, I wish I one can turn very short in front of platGUARANTEES issued only by
w. z. Bangs,
that the Lord Jesus Christ himself is wards? “Now, unto the King, eternal, could go around from circle to circle form. The tongue was taken from an
12-1
Orsndvllle Avs, Grand Beplds If lob
ready. Cardinal Wolsey came into the immortal, invisible, the only wise and invite every one of you, acoording old binder, and braces attached, as
to the invitation of my text, saying: shown. The seat, u, and spring, o,
feast after the first course; he came in God, our Saviour, be glory." Uneyear
Come!" I would like to take every came from an old reaper, and is about
booted and spurred, and the guests ago on Thanksgiving day, I read for
arose and cheered him. But Christ ray text: “0 give thanks unto the one of you by the hand, and say: forty years old. The tool box, i, holds
hath wrenches, clevises, nails, pincers and
comes in at the very beginning of the Lord, for He is good; for His mercy “Come”’ Old man,
Little
been wandering seventy or eighty oil can. In the rear of truck Is a ring,
feast; aye, He has been waiting eight- endureth forever.” And there is a
almost gone m, for attachingdrill, disc harrow, or Of a Church of England minister
H. KHEMER, M. D.
een hundred and ninety-four years for young man in the house to whose years, thy
cured of a distressing rash, by
His guests. He has been standing on heart the {Holy Spirit took that text down, through the dust of other implements,if needed, to save
(One door east of post-office.)
His mangled feet; He has had His sore for His eternal redemption. I might the evening stretch out your withered extra trips.— American Agriculturist
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla. Mr. Richard
hand on His puntured side, or He has speak of ray own case. 1 will tell you hand to Christ He will not cast thee
Dirks, the well-known Druggist, 207 Pure Drugs, Chemicals,
FACTS FOR FARMERS.
been pressing His lacerated temples— I was brought to the peace of the Gos- off, old man. Oil, that one tear of reMcGill st., Montreal, P. Q., says:
Soaps, Perfumery,
waiting, waiting. It is wonderfulthat pel through the Syro-PhoeniciAn wom- pentance might trickle down thy
I have sold Ayer's Family Medicines
The
horse
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in
winter
saves
wrinkled
cheek.
After
Christ
has
fed
an’s
cry
to
Christ:
“Even
the
dogs
eat
He has not been impatient and that Ho
Toilet Articles,etc.
for 40 years, and have heard nothing hut
has not said: “Shut the door and let of the crumbs that fall from the Mas- thee all thy life long, do you think 10 times its cost in a short time, and it
good said of them. I know of many
A
full line of Domestic and Imported
ter's table."
you
can
afford
to
speak
one
word
in
also
saves
feed
and
labor.
the laggard stay out,” but He has been
Cigars.
Do
you
know
that
the
holy
spirit al- His praise?
Stocks
of
wheat
in
warehouses
In
waiting. No banqueter ever waited
P er scrip lion e carefullyput ap.
most
always
uses
insignificant
means?
the
northwest
are
estimated
by
the
Come, those of you who are the
for his guests so patiently as Christ
Cull* promptly answered, night or day.
performed by Ayer’s Sarsaparilla, one
has waited for us. To prove how will- Eloquent sermons never save anybody; farthest away from God. Drunkard! Minneapolis Market Record at 18,788,
Office hours, at office in store— 8 to 9 A. K,,
In particular being that of u little
ing He is to receive us, I gather all the metaphysicalsermons never save any- Christ can put out the fire of thy 000 bushels.
and 3 to ftp. m. Rosidence corner Twelfth sod
body;
philosophical
sermons
never
save
This
is
the
time
to
buy
seeds
for
next
thirst
He
can
brea*
that
shackle.
daughter
of
a
Church
of
England
ministears that rolled down His cheeks in
Market
4S-ly.
ter. The chilli was literallycovered
sympathy for yonr sorrows, I gather anybody. But the minister comes He can restore thy blasted home. year and plan for tho crops to be
some
Sabbath
to
his pulpit,worn out
grown,
not
overlooking
the
garden
in
to
Jesus.
Libertine!
Christ
all the drops of blood that channeled
from head to foot with a red and exthee where thou wert the estimates.
His brow, and His back, and His hands with engagements and the jangling of
ceedingly troublesomerash, from which
Bonanza farms do not pay as much she had suffered for two or three years,
and feet in trying to purchase your re- a frenzied door-bell; he has only a last night Ho knows of thy sin.
demption; I gather all the groans text and two or three ideas, but he Yet, if thou will bring thy pol- per acre as the small farms. Farming in spite of the best medical treatment
Lord, help me. Here luted soul to Him this moment, He depends more upon skill than upon the
that
uttered
midnight says:
available. Her fattier was in great
want
that
good
people I will throw over it the mantle of His area cultivated.
chill, and in mountain hunger, and are
distress about the case, and, at my
may
never
meet
again.
I
have
not
pardon and love. Mercy for thee, 0!
will
in desert loneliness, and twist them
It is not freezing that damages recommendation, at last began to adinto one cry— bitter, agonizing,over- much to say. Speak thou through my the chief of sinner. Harlot! thy feet apples, but thawing. Beep them in
minister Ayer’s Sarsaparilla, two botwhelming. I gather all the pains that poor lips.” And before the serviceis foul with hell and thy laughter the some place where the temperature tles of which effected a completecure,
horror of the street— ph, Mary Mag- changes but little.
shot from spear, and spike, and cross, done there are tearful eyes and
much to tier relief aud her father's
jolting into one pang— remorseless, solemnity like the judgment The dalen— look to Jesus, Mercy for
Take
up the study of certain crop®
delight. I am sure, were he here to-day,
grinding, excruciating.I take that great French orator, when the dead thee, poor lost waif of the and learn all that you can about them,
ho would testify in the strongest terms
king
lay
before
him,
looked
up
and
one drop of sweat on His brow, and
street! Self-righteous man, thou and be prepared to put the knowledge
as to the merits of
under the Gospel glass that drop en- cried: “God only is great!” and the tri- must be born again, or thou canst see into practice next spring.
umph
of
his
eloquence
has
been
told
larges until I see in it lakes of sorrow
the kingdom of God. Do you think
A laying hen is, In proportionto its
Ayer’s
and an ocean of agony. That Being by the historians. But I have not you can get into the feast with those
weight, one of the largest producers of
heard
that
one
soul
was
saved
standing before you now, emaciated,
rags? Why, the Kind’s servant would salable products of the farm, exceeding Prepared by Dr- J- 0. Ayer fc Co., Lowell,Mass.
and gasped, and gory, coaxes for your by the oratorical flourish. Worldly tew them off .od lea-e jou n.ked
V.n 'thV^
Ciire80thers,willcureyou
Just step Into the Jewelry Store of
love with a pathos in which every word critics may think that the early preach- the gate. You must be born again.
Make,
save
and
apply manure daring
ing of Thomas Chalmers was a master- The day is far spent The cliffs
is a heartbreak and every sentence a
the winter. H aul it to the fields often
martyrdom. How can you think He piece. But Thomas Chalmers says he
never began to preach until he came
trifles!
P*" on brash early in
Ahasueras prepared a feast for one out of the sick room, white and emaci
hundred and eighty days; but this a ted, and told men the simple story of
I Sunflower seed, it is well known, Is FAMILY •
feast is for all eternity.Lords and Jesus. In the great day of eternity,it sitswith-His guests, and the Mrvant
and you will get the value of your,
egrprodneing food for chickINCLUDING
princes were invited to that, you, and will be found that the most souls have stands with his hand on the door
K^7 ,B*
money.
L and all our world are invited to this. been brought to Christ, not by the the banqueting room, and he
,ood
the
Fresh and Salt Meats.
Christ is ready. You know that the Bossuets and Massillonsand Bourda- to awing it. but It is half-way
app-mnetor
banquetersof olden time used to wrap loues, but by humble men, who. in the It ia three-fourth, ahntl It ia only klbiUon pmpowa
Vooko .took ahould not be fed We have Just opened a full line of
themselves in robes prepared for the strength of God, and believingin juata-jar.Boon It wiU be
• occasion; so, my Lord Jesns hath the eternal spirit, invited men
“Come, for all thing, are now ready.” l"VU*IJu‘ ^ouldrecelrethre. meal.
Groceries. This, in addition to our
Jesus. There were wise Hare I mtaed one man? Who baa not
wrapped Himself in all that is beautil'
u P’SZ ,”PU
Meat Market, will make our place a
salves—
there
were
^excellent
ointful. See how fair He is! His eye. His
They keep everything that
felt himaelf called thl. honr? The.
th' ,ood ,hottld t*0<1TV
complete Family Supply Store, such
brow, His cheek, so radiant that the ments, I suppose, in jkhe time of Christ, call him now. This is the honr of thy ried character.
Don’t be hasty in shifting from one as the place needs. •
stars have no gleam, and the morning f°r blind or inflamed eyes. But Jesus redemption.
is found in a first-claasJewelkind of stock to another. The man
no brilliancy compared with It His turtiedHisback upon them, and put
We are centrally located in the resiWhile God invitee, bow blest the dsy,
who sticks either to hogs, sheep or dent portion of the cljty. Orders ry Store and at prices that
face reflecting all the joys of the re- the tip of His finger to His tongue, and
How sweet the Gospel s charmingsound
cattle through thick and thin, will gen
Gome sinner, hosts, oh, haste a wo?,
deemed, His Rand having the omnip* then, with the spittle that adhered to
promptly,filled. A fresh supply of
While yet a pardoningGod is found.
erally come ont all right
otent surgery with which He opened the finger, He anointed the eyes of the
will 'astonish you for their
country
produce always on hand.
blind eyes, and straightened crooked blind man, and daylight poured into
Caring for the fruit trees is the meet
—“Speak
not
evil
one
of
another,
limbs, and hoisted the pillars of Heav- his blinded soul So it is now that the
neglected part of farm business.The | Van Zwalu
cheapness
«n, and swung the twelve gates which spiwt of God takes thatihumbleprayer- brethren. J &m«s 4:11. “If thy brother orohard Is planted in most any kind of
the*, JO and tell him way, ud u cnltl.aud whenever tier,
are twelve pearls.There are not enough meeting talk, which seems to be
Cprner Market and I3lb ste. 40-ly.
1M y#
cups in Heaven to dip up the ocean of the very saliva of Christian ln- “•fault, batwMn the* wd Un .lOM.!’ j. tin* whether hie In aetaon or eut
tf season.
beanty. There aw not ladders enough fluence, and anoint* the eyes of the —Earnest
to scale this heightof

love. There are

I

blind,
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GREAT) OPENING

Sampie Shoe Sale

of the
Which

will take place to-day, Saturday, February 10th,

commencing

at 8 a. m., in

the large brick storeroom on Eighth street, opposite the Opera House.

LOOK FOR BLUE SIGN.
W. B.

McNULLY

& CO., one of the Largest Retail Shoe Houses of Cleveland, Ohio, being unable to meet the pressing obligations of their Judgement Creditors, were last
month closed up by the sheriff, who, by the order of the court, shipped the entire stock to this city, where it is to be disposed of, by the Single Pair, or in Case Lots, for less than

if;

50 cents on the Dollar. The stock which inventoried a little over $12,500 was made up for this fall and winter’s trade, and consists of everything from the very finest Ladies’
Drefis shoe, down to a man’s cheap working shoe. This sale which will begin Satuday morning (to day), at 8 a. m., will be the greatest One ever held in Holland. Money saved to
the poor man counts now-a days. Remember we guarantee you that every item below quoted are for sale and not only to read.

TVEA.TDI
Men's shoes

worth 150 to 171 worth

atom

store

99c

our store

at

Boys' shoes
Boys’ shoes
Youths' shoes
Men's shoes
Man’s Boots
Ladles' shoes
Ladies bhoes
Ladies Bhoes
Ladles’ Shoes
Mines’ Bhoes,
Misses' Bhoes,
Children'sShoes
worth 4 00 to 4 75 worth 8 00 to 800 woith 50 to 1 66 worth 2 00 to 2 85 worth 100 to 175 worth 100 to 12S worth 1 75 to 2 00 worth 8 00 to 3 25 worth 84 00, |5 0( worth 11 50. 11 60. worth 11 25, |2 32, worth $1,15,81 25
atom store
atom store.
at om store
at our store
at om store
at our store
at om store
at our store
at om ston
at our Btore
at onr storo
atom store.
1

1-88

. 1.49

at

oar store

88c

1.69

84c

89c

1.38

1.24

h54

2.22

89c

69c

1.29

Youths' shoes
Men’s Boots
Boy's shoes
Youths’ shoes
Ladies' shoes
Mso's shoes
Lad lea ' shoes
Ladles' Bhoes
Ladles' Oxfords
Misses' Bhoes.
Children'sShoes Children'sShoes,
75 worth 475 to 500 worth 2 75 to I0( worth 1 06 to 1 75 worth 75o to 85c worts IM to 160 worth 1 26 to 1 K worth 8 00 to 225 worth 3 20 to 8 60 worth 81 00. |1 25. worth $1 75, |1 90. worth G6o, 75c, worth 11.96, $1,40,
atom store
atom store
at om store
at om store
at onr store
atom a tore
at onr store
atom store
atom store
atom ston
at om store
at om store
at onr store

Men’s shoes
Meu's shoes
worth 800 to 850 worth 850 to 3

• 1.19

IFLESAD!

•

1.54

1.98

99C

1.74

64c

99c

99c

1.29

54c

1.59

99c

39c

. 74c

Boys’ sheas
Roys’ shoes
Youths' shoes
Youths' shoe
Ladies' shoes
Man's Bllppen
Men’s shoes
Men’s shoes
Ladles' shoes
Ladies' Bhoes
Mlssea’ Bhoes
Mlsees' Bhoes,
Children'sBhoes. Children'sShoes,
worth 850 to 87G worth 870 to 400 worth 75o to 10U worth 1 00 to 1 8G worth 1 75 to 1 00 worth 85o to 90c worth 160 to 175 worth 1 50 to 1 65 worth 2 25 to 2 85 worth 8 60 to 3 75 worth 11 00, (1 25 worth 11 90, 12 00. worth 76o., 85c., worth 81 50 11 65,
atom store
atom store
atom store
• st om store
at om store
atom store
atom store
atom store
atom store
at om store
at onr store
at onr store
at onr store
atom ston
'

1.24
Men’s shoes

worth 270

•tom

tola

store

1.38

59c

1.69

73c

1.18

69c

1.38

69c

1.68

1.12

48c

79c

Boys' shoes
Boys' shoes
Youths’ shoes
Youth's Shoes
Ladles’ sboee
Men's shoes
Meu’s sllppen
Ladlee' shoes
Ladies' Shoes
Mlssea' Bhoes,
Mlsees' Bhoes. Children’sShoes, Children'sBhoes,
worth 4 25 to 4 501 worth 100 to IK worth 180 to 160 worth 180 to 8 00 worth 90o to 100 worth 1 70 to 1 85 worth 1 65 to 1 75 worth 2 75 to 8(X worth 3 75 to 4 00 worth 1 26 to 1 50 worth 82 00. 82 25. worth 90o„ 11 00. worth 81 65, $1 75,
atom
store
at om store
at om store
at our ston
at onr store
atom store
atom ston
at om store
atom ston
at our store
at om ston
at om store
at our store

63c

1.79

79c

1.24

SPECIAL MENTION-Ladies’ Shoe

74c

1.34

Polish, 2 cents

Ladies’ Carpet Slippers

We

1.18

1.24

will give

ONE DOLLAR’S

18

1.22

1.49

74c

1.89

1.24

64c

86c

a Bottle; worth 15 cents.

cents; worth 40 cents.

worth of shoes for FIFTY CENTS,

or

make your 50 cents in Cash

count one Dollar in Trade. Every pair a sample pair of shoes. Remember our Opening to-day, Saturday,
February 10th, Brick Building, Eighth street, opposite the Opera House.

LOOK FOR BLUE SIGN.
OUR NEIGHBORS.

Mr. Pesslnk of Holland was

Wednesdayand made an

1

m

town

Grand

Haviafr.

Beckwith lost’ his life a few years ago
REARING OF BABY ELKS.
runaway accident, and but a few
ment la oil.
days since occurred the cremation of How Th«y Are Captured and the Q«aUe>
Zeeland.
new of Treatment They Require.
two unfortunatewomen In their burnIsaac Verlee would be pleased to
ing home— Commercial.
Hiss Minnie Vegter of Holland have everyone ask Isaac Van Dyk,
“One of the most interestingsight* I
her uncle, Frank "what time it is.” So would Ike.
itnhei
it a few days wil
saw In Yellowstone park this summer,’*
3tra.
•aid a touristto a New York Son man,
Roll of Honor.
Mr. Van Der Meulenand the widow
Hiss Van Bree of Grand Rapids Is Kamps were married last Friday. One
The following names of pupils have “was a small herd of baby elks. The
visiting friends and relatives In town. of Mr. Van der Meulen’s daughters
been placed on this roll, in District little animals wouldn't let strangers
[The art gallery of Van Koeverlog will also soon embark in the matrimoNo. 8. Holland Township, for good be- .touch them, but to their keeper they
s one of the busiest places ln[ nial boat with Tlemen Pul.
Bros is
havior, diligent work and progress in were aa tame and confiding as young
•days. Mac is kept busy alll
town now-a*d{
the
their studies, for the month ending puppies. They licked his hands and
the while and has the assistance of hi!
L. Hoogenstyn will move to Hol- Feb. 2: Jennie Balon, Lena Balon, face and played around him like cosset
wife and gn extra retoucher.
last
Gertie, Grace and Gerrlt Braidaway, lambs. The keepersaldhe was taming
land In a few months.
Tuesday Forest Grove was well rep- paying 11.80.
Work on the steamer City of Mil- George Ogden, Frances Ogden, Jennie them for the government'szoological
resented in our village. Besides many
Brink, Sadie Waterway,Bertha Wlt- collectionat Washington.'We have to
Wednesday evening Mr. Nyen and waukee will begin March 1.
prominent farmers, we had the pleas- wife celebrated the flftleth anniversary
teveen No. 1, Maude Ogden, Nellie capture the young elks,' the keeper told
The
trial
at
the
next
term
of
the
ure of seeing the Misses Anna Tlesin- of their marriage. A good old time
Oochran, Cora and Grace Braidaway, me, ‘before they are a week old or we
clrcut court of John Verhoeks and Bertha Witteveen No. 2, Clyde Ogden,
gaand Blanche Avery and the two was enjoyed.
cant do anything with them in the
Henry Slckman for burglary is anticiAvery brothers.
A special session of the classis of pated with a good deal of Interest by Nellie and Grace Van Der Veere, way of taming. The bull elk stands
Willie
Balon,
Gerrlt
Brink,
Arthur
C. Jongejan,the druggist at A. De Holland will be held here next
our citizens, and the situationis not Ogden, Stella and Ruth Laurence, guard over the female when she gives
Krulfs/is Improving rapidly.
Wednesday.
unlike that of some years ago when Gerrlt Balon.
birth to her calf and for some time
Hiss Compagner of Oakland was
H. Keppel, Sr., celebratedhis 89th our city was -infested with a gang,
Names of pupils not absent during after. When anyone approaches he
the guest of her cousin Lena De Free birthday, Monday.
that was a terror to our people. To the month are as follows: Bert Wa- becomes furious and pugnacious and
last Tuesday.'.
show you how desperate these fellows terway, Albert Witteveen, Arthur we have to drive him away before we
are: The other day a tramp was com- Ogden, Chris and Nellie Van Der can capture the calf. We put him to
Port Sheldon.
The smiling face of BenJ. A. Mulder
mitted to the county jail, for a week Veere, Willie Balon, Clyde and Walter
of the News, was seen on our streets
flight with a bloodhound, the hound
A donation was held at the parsonor so. Upon being discharged he Ogden.
last Tuesday. Cigars were given as a
age of the W. M. church at Ventura,
being trained to return when It has
made
his
threat
that
he
would
be
in
reminder of his dark-eyedlittle daugh- on Jan. 29, and Rev. J. Wilder and
Number of pupils enrolled 39; aver- driven the bull elk out of the neighborthere again soon. The same or the age daily attendance 30.
ter.
wife extend their thanks through the
hood. The mother elks are timid and
• Winnie Elwood, Teacher. we have no trouble with them.
BenGoozen, who has been on the Holland City News for the liberal next day he was again committed for
some
petit
crime,
and
upon
being
anxious seat for two weeks, daily ex- turn out of members and friends,and
“ 'We are obliged,’ the keeper conpecting a small package by mail, the purse with which they were pre- searched by Sheriff Keppel not less
Violin Lessons.
tinued, ‘to handle the baby elks with
than
18
different
small
saws
were
wishes to announce to his many sym- sented.
found concealedin his underclothing, Ira H. Heth of Grand Rapids, in- the utmost care and kindness. No
pathizers that “they came” at last.
The article“Be Kind to your Ani- intended as everybody surmises for tends to start a class in violin playing animal is more sensitivethan they are,
Our popular mail distributer, Miss mals." in last week’s Issue of the News the liberation of the parties above
in this city.
and if I were to cuff or slap one of
Hargaret, spent a pleasant time in applies to others, besides those that named. At the expiration of his
He will be at the City Hotel on them as I would a dog I oould never win
0rand Rapids a few days this week.
keep their horses for hours hitched to second sentence our tramp was arrest- Saturday,Feb. 17, until 9:00 p. m., to
its confidence again or make any prog^*Mr. Tleslnga, and his ponies, of a post during a cold spell. Last week ed on the charge of bringing tools of meet all those that desire to take lesress
with It. I daren’t speak cross to
forest Grove, was in town Wednesday. when sleighing was poor a man near escape into a jail, and is now held for
3-2w.
them or in a loud or sharp tone, for
West
Olive
loaded
two
cords
of
wood
trial in the circuitcourt. He gives
, Miss Hannah Van Leeuwen, dressthey know even better than a child
maker of Holland, is staying with on his sleigh. On returning home and his name as Stanton.
when you are scolding them. Their
when
within a quarter of a mile from
Electric
Light.
Anna Catte.
memories are so good that they never
his house one of his horses gave out.
Many young people will be interest- Olubs were taken out of the woods
The
Wolverine
Electric
Light
Co.
Allegan County.
forget the slightest bit of ill treatment,
have issued a set of new rules, a copy
ed to hear of the marriage of Siest M. apd the life was knocked out of the
In spite of the efforts of the health
and wo have to fondle and caress them
of which has been left with each cusBlok and Blanche Coeur do Leon.
poor brute, and he was left on the authoritiesthere is another case of
and speak gently to them at all times
Lawyer DIekema was in town Mon- roadside until his neighbors made small-pox in Otsego.
boarding tomer. Every customer should read to accomplish oar purpose. So long aa
day to meet a delegation of the C. & complaint. Besides all your churches, house keeper came down Monday. them carefully,as they will be strictwe do that they mind and lore us.
W. M. officials, trying to have some Y. M. C. A., and Y. W. C. A. in Hol- During a recent illness she was at- ly enforced. The rates have been rechanges made in the drainage* just land you should have a Humane Socie- tended by Dr. Chase, who was exposed duced to as low a figure as is consis- Taming young elks is ticklish business,
but I like it better than any other
OUtaide the village, so as to prevent an ty, and If one of its officer's would In caring for the late Abram Burnside. tent with good service.
work.’
Holland, Feb. 7, 1894.
other flocd like we had few weeks ago. drive along the Grand Haven road and Thejdoctorat that time supposed he
“While the keeper was saying this
had
chicken-pox.
The
woman’s
boardnotice
the
overloaded
teams,
dragging
.Mrs. D. De Free Is still very ill with
bis sleek little four-footedpupils
their heavy loads over the bad roads, ers all work in the chair factory.
malaria fever.
Rediccd Rates ti Detroit
huddled around him, licked his cloththey would find plenty of work. And They have been quarantined.
$ he oil war is still raging, although
On
account of the Michigan Olnb ing, stuck their noses toward his face
then
some
of
these
animals,
after
not as fierce as at first. Three cents
The
movement that has been on Banquet, Feby. 23nd, the C. & W. M.
working hard all the week, must take
and showed the most remarkable affecbuys one gallon now, and wash-boilers,
foot for some time to close the stores
and 1j., L. & N. lines will sell tickets tion for him. It was a eight worth
milk cans, and every conceivable ves- their owners to church on Sunday.
In Allegan early in the evening has
Carl McKudleyhada “bee” to get met with defeat. A few merenants at one and one third fare for the round going a long distance to see.”
ael is filled with Oil. Look out for fire.
in
his ice, but the change in the opposed the scheme and so the rest trip, on Feby. 21st and 22rd, good to
Miss Jennie Everhard attended the
return until Feby. 23rd.
entertainment of “Snow White and weather compelled them to give it np would not sign the agreement,
before noon. The ice was only about
LeeatloMof the OapftaL
the Seven Dwarfs” at Holland, Friie motion to squash the writ of
The
~ —
6 inches thick.
The
capital
of the United States has
day evening.
ertjor
certiorari
In the local option matter
Specimen Cases.
been located at different times at the
Miss Maggie Elzlnga has returned
•as" a
idee
Padgham
a
rgued
before
Ju<
Lake Shore.
from a few davs’ vacation spent at
S. H. Clifford, NewCassel, Wis., was following different places: At PhiladelTuesday of last week. The Judge deAugust
Ausslecker
lost one of bis nle^the motion and the case was to troubled with Neuralgia and Rheu- phia from September 5, 177* until DeGeorgetown with her cousin Miss
team of horses last week.
Anna Elzlnga, formerly of Zeeland.
matism, his Stomach was disordered, cember, 177<J;atBaltimore,from Decemhis Liver was affected to an alarming ber, 20, 1776, to March, 1777; at PhiladelThe crowd at the last dance was
A small crowd of young people endegree, appetite fell away, and he was phia from March 4, 1777, to September,
joyed a very pleasant slelghride to not near as large as usual, neither so
terribly reduced In flesh and strength. 1777; at Lancaster, Pa., from September
Forest Grove Friday evening, and light-headed as at the dance before. a special election was Irregular.were royally entertainedat the home
For the size and importahee of the Three bottles of electricBitters cured 27, 1777, to September 80, 1777; at York,
Several of the neighbors drew stove
of Gardner Avery. Miss Irene Avery, wood to our sick friend Mr. Buchanan, place the little settlement of New him.
Pa., from September 8C, 1777, to July,
Edjrard Shepherd, Harrisburg, 111., 1778; at Philadelphia, from July 2, 1778,
teacher at Hudsonville, and Miss this week.
Richmond has seen about td much of
had
a
running
sore
on
his
leg
of
eight
Anna Tleslnga were also present. A
John Cochran is watching the ice, tragedy as any spot In Hlchlgin. years’ standing. Used three bottles of toJrpe 80, 1783; at Princeton, N. J.,
good all-around time is reported.
le proper During the buildingof thetO. & W.
and waiting for it to get tni
from June 80, 1788, to .November 20,
M. road two men were.tnurdered there, ElectricBitters and Seven boxes of 1788; at Annapolis, Md., from NoDr. Van den Berg of North Holland thickness to hardest.
Buclflen’s
Arnica
Salve,
and
bis
leg
is
In town
^yg are eDj0yiDgthe fine skat- one of the crimes being particularly sound and well. John Speaker. Cat- vember, 1788, to November, 1784,
atrocious by reason of fin attempt bePotts left forGrand Haven Tues- log these
\
at Trenton, N. J., from November, 1784,
ing made to burn the body ih an old awba, O., had five large Fever sores on
A slight illness of his Artie Ogden found, and dug »out of shanty.
Two
young ladies nave com his leg, doctors said he was incurable. to January, 178* at New York, from
1m home.
the icebergs, this week, a nice new mitted suicide there, and two young One bottle Electric Bitters and one January, 1785, to 1720, when the seat
an,
an, book-keeper
oooK*geep< wheelbarrow; he is prepared to take meahave lost their llfes by accidental ho* Bucklen’a Arnica Salve cured him of government was changed to PhilaLahuls, is enjoying his best girl riding, as soon as snow dromng in the river, near there. It entirely.Sold by Heber Walsh, Hol- delphia, where It remained until 1800,
disappears.
waflftierethat the unfdrtunateFrank land, an4 A. De Kruif Zeeland, Mich. since which time it has been at Wasnlagtoa.
*
last

in

invest-

Jacob Baar took charge of the post
office Wednesday. Cha’s N. DIckIdson will be retained foy the preset as
assistant,and in the cquretrof a few
weeks the office will be supplied with
a new outfit. There' will be no
change in the location, , ;
The Grand Haven window] in the
Michigan buildingat the World's fair
Is to be framed and placed in the council chamber.
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Plaint of a Dyspeptic.

A

poor unfortunate who has been
there contributes in an exchange the
following gem to immortality:
“Backward, turn backward, O Time
in thy flight, feed me on gravel agafo
just for to-night; I am so weary of
restaurant steak; petrified doughnuts
and vulcanized cake; oysters that
sleep in a wstery bath; butter as
strong as Goliath of Gath; weary of
paying for what I don't eat, chewing
np leather and calling it meat Back*
ward, turn backward, for weary I am,
give me a whack at my gran dmothert
jam; let me drink milk that has never
been skimmed; let me but once have
an old-fashioned pie, then I'll be wilk
ing to curl up and die.”

Tho White HeoM Kitchen.
The “family” kitchen, as they call
the room in the white house where
the cooking for the president’s household is done, has a floor of block agate
and walls tiled in white to the height
of four feet, Above the tiling on aU
sides are shelves,the upper and lower
ones protected by glass doors. There
ore ecru shades at the windows, two
tables, a range, and a dozen light wood
chairs in the room. The other kitcheh
is a mammoth affair, in which the
state dinners are cooked. There are
also big pantries,storerooms of ample
dimensions,zinc-linedrefrigerators,

and

the appurtenancesdear

all

to

the

heart of the cook.

THE MARKETS.
M*ir York, Feb. &

MOB

LIVE STOCK— OstUe.

OlA

La

Sheep ...............
Hoffs..,,........... ........., „
FLOOR— Winter Patent* _____
Mitt
MinnesotaPatent* ......... I
M 1 04
WHEAT— No. I Red ..........
MftM 01
Onfraded Red ...............
Of

is

CORN— Na

IM MSM
M
..
M u
..................41 i i «4
Mixed ............ M* i 41*

I

»
Mm

Ungradad

OATS- Track Mixed W«Mra.
lYB- Western .................
PORK— Mess, New ......... ... U 00
LARD-Weetern. ..............ffc
SUTTER- WesternOreemerf. 18
Western Dairy ..............

CHICAGO

Shipping Steers....
Cows .......................
8 toe

IM

IM

.......

.....

M
67*
»

M

**

®T»

l*H® W

MM

BISVES—

i 14

O

I

41

MIM

S
sir
1

10

.....................
1 00 M 0 00
Butchers' Steen ............1 71
Bulls.
..... . .......... I
HOGS ..........................
400
4
80 f
I
ft I
IT*
SHEEP. ........................
1
O
BUTTER— Creamery .......... 18
Dairy. .......... ...........18
EGGS— Free b. .................. II ti 18*
Feeders.

M
sfis
MSAM

......

M

w
O «
:

.

BROOM CORN-

M0I

Weetern (per ton) .
Western Dwerf....
Illinois,Good toCfaoit*..

TATOES

82

(per tm.) ........

-Mesa ......

• • •• e

sews

LRD— Steam. ..
)UR— Spring'Patents.
Patents ...... 8M
Spring Straights
Itrelgnta............8 05
Winter Patents. .............8 80
Winter Straights............8
GRAIN— Wheat, Na 8...

M

Oaut,
its, No.
Rye.

Na

8. see
8.

•aae

»••«••••••

LUM^01”*0^07-

r

......

Flooring...
M 00
Board. ............ 14 08

Commas

1

OUlli0lv<|aea .••••••••••«••••••

KANSAS

•

S

CITY.

iS
OMAHA.
"SttGTS*•

e

aea •• see*

aeete seeeee aeee
see# seeege• pee

as

e §8 00

aew
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